
No material change in the New York sugar market is noted by Willett,
Hamlen & CO.'s circular, the last quotations being 5~ cents for Cuban
centrifugals, 96 deg. test.

---0---
\Ve are frcquently asked, how many tons of cane are required here to

: produce one ton of sugar? \Vill sorne planter who has tested it, furnisl:
the figures, for average plant and ratoon cane.

---0---
Hon ..J. Mott Smith is making his quadrennial visit to our islands,

which were his home as far back as 1850. Though still largely interested
in sugar and other island industries, he and his family at present reside
in Boston. His ald friends welcome him wherevei· he goes.

---0---
It is reported that the London Syndicate has not abandoned the pro-

ject of buying. the five Hila plantations which have been offered to it,
and that an agent is now on the way out to examine into their condition
and prospects.

---0---
The Maui plantations have turned out large crops this year, and some

of them have already finished the season's work. The Hawaiian Com
mercial Company takes the lead with over 11,000 tons of sugar. Next
follows Ramakuapoko with 4,200 tons. Paia has about 3,000 tons.
Grove Ranch about 1,700 tens. Pioneer mill over 2,500 tons.

---0---
The Governor of Kansas, in his proclamation for Arbor-day attributes

the increased rainfall to the 20,000,000 fruit trees and the 200,000 acres
of forest trees planted by the settlers. Whether trees increase the annual
rainfall is not positively determined, but they do cause a more equal
distribution of the rainfall, a really more important consideration.

---0---
The Japanese immigrants, which arrived May 31, in the steamship

Takasago Maru, number 1,061 (863 men and 1!:J8 women), and have all
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The present issue of the MONTHLY contains several really valuable ar
ticles relating to sugar, labor and tropical products. To those who are
not already familiar with the diffusion process, a perusal of the descrip
tion of Col. Spalding's apparatus, on page 245, will afford 'as clear an in
sight into its working as can be obtained without illustrations. Since this
report was made, the machinery has been repaired and is now in opera
tion, doing good work, of which we shall make further report next month.

A planter discusses the labor and population question on page 250,
and his arguments and conclusions will carry conviction to the mind of
every inteliigent reader. Whether it is practicable 'to obtain' negro
women from Jamaica, and if practicable, desirable-can only be ascer
tained by trial, which should be made only under Government auspices.

Three articles copied from the Monthly Record of the Louisiana Sugar
Association, on pages 2.54, 256 and 261, contain some of the most valu
able information on fertilizers and soils that has been printed in this
periodical. We would call particular attention to Dr. Stubbs' article on
humus, whieh presents the subject of soils in a way that can be under
stood by every planter and farmer, and shows how bagasse and cane
leaves call be used to the best advantage as fertilizers.

.gone into service on sugar plantations. They are said to be the best
Japanese laborers ever in troduced. They come as free immigrants, pre
paying their own passage.. So long as our plantations can be supplied
with such labor and on similar terms; no Chinese or Portuguese will be
wanted. If more females can come, better still.

--.-;0---

A recent Boston paper, referring to new tropical fruits for that market,
says: "Two new varieties of tropical fruit will be introduced into this
market by the middle of May, by the Boston Fruit Company; namely,
mangoes and the avocado pear. The latter, which is ordinary pear
shaped, is as large as an English pound pear, and weighs from one to
two pounds. When ripe the fruit is generally green, but sometimes it is
streaked. After they have been gathered a few days they become soft
and may be eaten with pepper and salt. The avocado tastes somewhat
like butter or marrow and hence it is called vegetable marrow."

---0---
The preparation of fertilizers for cane fields is a specialty which should

be encouraged. Mr. A. F. Cooke is engaged in this branch of business,
and has an establishment here where manures are prepared with special
reference to different sections of the group, where some chemical ele
ments are lacking, which the cane calls for. He has recently prepared
a few tons of potash fertilizer, which is offered in sample lots for this
season's planting, and can be had by application to him.

---'0---·
WITH OUR READERS.
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DIFPICULTIES IN l'HE WAY Of<' SMALL INDUSTRIES.
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To 'rUE EDI'rOR 01" 'rHE PLAN'rIms' MON'rIlLY:

In looking over an olu file of islanu papers, I came across the following,
which is as true now as when first printed, and more than one reader
will find in the story a close repetition of his own experience, as it cer
tainly is of mine:

" A correspondent writing from OIle of the other islands, in answer to
inquiries as to 'how he was getting along in some little industries he
has engaged in,' replies that the prospects are not very encouraging.
He says that he has a nice place of nearly a hundred acres, good land

---------_._-=-================
Mr. Bailey's 'communication on page 266, treats of questions which

interest every man and woman-whether this country is the place for
foreigners to live, and what they can do for a living. who come here to
settle. There is no doubt that in the way of "small industries," the
outlook here is as good as in the older countries, provided settlers ate
content with small beginnings. Mr. B. might have included the raising
of broom corn, and manufacture of brooms, which is an industry which
cannot long remain untried. The broom corn now growing on Messrs.
Rowell & Robertson's ranch, on this island, is as fine and large as :my
raised in the United States.

An rarticle on the Boston banana trade, page 280, will prove interest
ing, and show the rapid growth of, this industry in that port, where the
demand for banahas now exceeds one million bunches annually. In
New York the trade has also increased as rapidly during five years past,
and the imports there are over four million bunches. But one point to
which wc wish to call attention is the variety called the red Aspin wall
banana, which is not grown here, and which is l3aid to surpass all others
as a p0tlular favorite. A perusal of the article referred to will show that
a future is opening for a large increase of this banana trade on the Pa
cific Coast, and if proper efforts are made to secure it, our exports must
in a few years increase from 60,000 bunches (last year's total) to 500,000
bunehes annually.

The essay on orange culture, page 273, read before the recent Santa
Barbara Horticultural Convention, was written by a gentleman largely
engaged in the orange business, and probably embodies the most recent
and most successful mode of cultivation practiced. 'fhe orange trade in
California is rapidly growing, and is destined, within a very few years
to increase into enormOllS proportions, limited only by the demand for
the fruit. I-IiLwaiian oranges are so superior to the best grown in Cali·
fomia or Florida, that they will always find a market, at the highest
current prices.

.Jnne, 1888.]
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which he 'owns in fee simple-none leased. He has a comfortable
house and about five acres of sweet potatoes growing finely, and some
fifty pigs of choice. breed. He can grow almost anything that requires a
warm, moderately dry climOate and rich soil. And still how to make
money in a ligitimate way is a puzzle to him. Hogs al:e in good de
mand; but when they are sellt to Honolulu they fetch only seven cents
per pound on foot, and freights and other expenses eat up all this and
more. He has shipped nice sweet oranges to the same market, but on
the way one-third of them were stolen, and the rest did. Bot sell for
enough to pay expenses.

"The locality where our correspondent resides is a famous or\:e for l'ais
jng fowls. The indigellous owl 'of the c'ountry is equally prolific, and
the cost of the ammunition that he has to expend shooting that chicken
loving bird of prey is nlore than is realized from the sale of the fowls
that happilyarhve at a marketable age. The cats arid rats take their
full share also, and chicken raising is not, therefore, a paying business.
In the mountains there are plenty of ,viId cattle, but when one organizes
a party to hunt them down, one's proportion of the amount realized from
the sale of the hides barely pays the expenses of the trip after them.

"There may be money in firewood, and our correspondent hopes Roan to
test the question. Sorghum thrives wonderfully in that locality, and if
there is anything in sorghum it ought to be had there. He has tried the
growing of ramie, but the plants do not thrive well.

"It now only remains to plant mulberry trees, try the silk industry,
mortgage his homest.ead arid quit. Seriously, there appears to be many
drawbacks in the way of the sn1all industries in this conn try, but pa~
Hence and intelligent management may oVercome them."

--·-'0---

Every planter Or farmer requires a harrow, and some are often at a
loss' what to send for, when wanted. Mr. CharIeR Notley informs us
that after using nearly every kind manufactured, he has found that
known as the" East Anglian Harrow" the best. It is made of wrought
iron, and of three sizes, by Ransomes, Sims and .Jefreries, of London, and
he procured his from them. 'l'here are only two or three in use here,
and all who have' used them have found them unequaled. A lettor be~

fore us, written by Mr. A. Lydgate, of Hamakua, Hawaii, says: "To
show its utility, I will here state the aJJ10ullt of work done by it this
season. So far we have harrowed 500 acres once, and fifty acres the
second time. We use three light Hawaiian horses to drag it, and one
man drives and keeps the teeth ~lear of roots. 400 acres of this land iB
new ground, more or lesB rooty and stony. 'Ve have used no other har
row since buying this, the old wooden ones have been wholly ahan
dond." Mr. Notley wiII furnish fmt.her information to any onp.
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COL. SPALDING'S DIFFUSION PLANT ArT KEALIA, KAUAI.

Within the past few months Col. Z. S. Spalding, manager of the Ma
kee Sugar Company, has imported from Germany and erecterl at Kealia,
Kauai, a costly plant for extracting the juice from the sugar cane by
the diffusion process, such as is used in the manufacture of beet sugar
in Europe. When obtained, the juice is converted into the different
grades of raw sugar by the Rame appliances as are used for juice ex
pressed by roller mills.
, A representative of the Gazette, Mr. Dan. Logan, had the pleasure of

seeing the diffusion process in operation, May 16, and his d'escription
being very minute and clear, will be read with interest by all -engaged
in the manufacture of sugar. The machinery is housed ill a build
ing of corrugated iron erected for the purpose, equal to three storieR in
height, but floored in only two, the space of the third being required for
lofty hung gear. For the purpose of description the plant may be di
vided into three parts, namely: Cutting, carrying and diffusing. The
cane is £iumed on to feeding travellers the same as for a roller Inill,
but it requires probably more handling to feed to the 'cutters than to the
rollers.

There arc three cutting machines, which receive the cane, through six
sloping funnels, with a capacity of ten or fifteen sticks of cane at a time,
fed endwise to the knives. Four knives are fastened to arms attached
to a swiftly revolving and upright spindle. They therefore cut later
ally, but the cane being fed obliquely is sliced into thin chips, diago
'nally a'cross the grain.

The chips fall from the cutters into receivers on the lower floor, whence
an endless system of toothed carriers convey them almost to the sum
mit of the building, there emptying them ihto a long funnel, the delivery
end 'Of which can be swung over the upper mouth of any of the twelve
diffusion tanks requiring to be filled. While talking of carrying appli
ance's, mention lUay be made of anothersyst-em that carries the chips,
\vhen their saccharine matter is exhausted, from the tanks to the old
maceration mill. The chips are passed through the latter machine to
squeeze all the water out of them and thus render them "fit for fuel.

There ate twelve diffusion tanks, with an estimated capacity of about
!JOO gallom each, the exact quantity not having been ascertained as yet.
More tanks may be added to the system if necessary. The twelve are
ranged in about a three-quarter arc of a circle, with room for four other
tankA between the ends of the row. Iron pillars and iron and wooden
joists support the tanks. The dOllle-shalled top covers of the tanks !lnd
apparatus for opening and closing the covers, and appliances for control
ing, regulating and drawing off the liquid contents, etc., are all just
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above the second floor, while the main portion of the tanks show' be
neath, their bottoms being five or six feet above the ground floor. Close'"
fitting bottoms on hinges sustain the contents of the tanks or release
them when desired, being held hard in closed position by counterpoises
of 800 or 900 pounds at the ends of levers about five feet in length. Be...
tween the tanks are heaters through which the liquid currents pass from
one tank to the next.

Having seen the plant, the next thing is its operation, or the diffusion
process. The tanks are filled one by one with cane chips from the cut...
tel's. Diffusion is to proceed in ten out of the twelve tanks simultane
ously, but ill graduated stages of completion. Of the remaining two
tanks, one is receiving chips from the cutters'othe other being emptied of
exhausted chips to take its turn next in order for filling. Therc is there
fore a circuit for the process of diffusion constantly throughout thc ten
tanks. Water of a temperature of 195 to 200 degrees-:-it must be below
the boiling point-is admitted at the base of the freshly filled tank.
The hot water is forced upward through the mass of chips, and, leaving
at the top of the first, descends through a heater to the bottom of the
next tank, and so on through the whole hattery. It should be stated
here, however, that the juice may be forced through the system by either
'water or compressed air, there being an air compresser set up ready for pro
ducing the latter power when desired. The circulation goes on through
the series of diffusers until the water from the one started with stands
at zero, or becomes destitute of a trace of saccharine matter or sugar.
;rhen that one is switched off the circuit. the one filling in the mean-

o •

time is switched on, the first one taking its place at the filler, and so the
process goes on without interruption. It will, of course, be understo.od;
being impossible to explain minutely without diagrams, that there are
uucts for the circulation of the jUice, hot water or compressed air, with
apparatus for drawing off test samples of juice, releasing vapors, ascer
taining temperature and conducting liquids of all kinds wherever
wanted. From the diffusers the juice goes to the clarifiers as from the
rollers in the grinding process, and it is not the purpose of this descrip
tion to follow it there.

A few words ~n results expected and thus far achieved, will perhaps
enable planters, aB well all others taking an interest in the matter, to
gather from the present account a correct idea of the status of Colonel
Spalding's enterprising and very important experimentation with the
diffusion process. The object of introducing the new plant, as that of
the many improvements in sugar making adopted on these islands
within recent years, is, of coUrse, to enhance economy of production-in
this case, by getting the greatest possible amount of sugar out of the
cane. A problem ever to be kept in view in making improvements is
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whether the gain in production is not wiped out by the increase of ex
penses. Keeping these points in view, the limited range of known re
sults in diffusion as shown at Kealia, illay be examined.

The guaranteed capacity of this diffusion plant is 400 long tons of
cane per day. As it has only been operated a few days since setting up,
nothing may be said as ~o results in that regard. As to thoroughness of
extraction, more definiteness of information can be employed. The pro
cess is guaranteed by the manufacturers of the plant to leave not more
than four-fifths of one per cent of sugar in the exhausted chips. This
result attained, with other things equal, there would be a gain over the
process of double crushing and maceration, as very efficiently done by
the Kealia mill, of from twelve to eighteen per cent of sugar. It is esti
mated that there is seventeen per cent of sugar in the cane. Tests of
thc exhausted bagasse, or trash, after pas!ling throllgh the hot water
maceration mill, reveal five per cent of sugar, or at least twenty-five per
cent of thc quantity originally in the cane. Now the result of diffusion
on the first day's trial was a residue of three per cent of sugar in the
waste material reduced to two per cent the second day, one per cent on
the third day, and less' than one-half per cent on the last day in opera
tion. This is certainly coming as close to thc guarantce as might rea.
sonably be cxpectcd from so limited experimentation with apparatus
entirely strange to the operatives.

Under the question of fuel, which has been a burning one even with
thc Louisiana planters in considering diffusion, two points at least re·
main to be positively settled at Kealia. One of these refers to the den"
sity of the juice, in which results so far are scarcely to be taken as ulti
mate. Juice from crushing stands all the way from five to eleven de
grces Beaume, as compared with distillcd water or zero. The juice from
the diffusion process at Kealia has registered as high as seven, eight and
ninc and a-half degrees. If the density of diffusion juice cannot be
made to reach the standard of that from crushing, the natural inference
is that morc fucl will be required to evaporate the excess of moisture.

·The other point is whether the exhausted chips from diffusion are within
a measurable degree of being as fit for fuel as the trash from maceration.
In both cases thc refuse is treated with prtroleum applied through a per
forated pipe on leaving the maceration mill. Colonel Spalding is of
opinion that the diffusion trash' will burn satisfactorily, but the test has
probably not proceeded far enough for a definite comparison in results
with those of the ground cane.

A very satisfactory result from diffusion seems to have been already
proved in the superior purity of the juice. Analyses have shown that
there is actually a less proportion of acid in the juice than the normal
proportion hcld in the cane itself. Also it has been ascertained that the

.'
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gummy property of the cane, which after crushing went with the juice,
is' in the diffusion process carried away in the waste water. This is
reatly a facilitation of the passage of juice from the filter-presses, instead
of an impediment as some practical men had predicted.

Col. Spalding says that the difficulties most apprehended have not
been encountered, while trouble has been met in unexpected places. On
Wednesday, May 16th, the counter-weight to the bottom of one of the
tanks proved too heavy for the lever fastening at the inner end, and tear
ing the wrought iron asunder at the bolt-hole came crashing to the
ground. This tank had to be dispensed with until repairs could be ef~

fected, but the process was carried op. in the remaining diffusers until
the forenoon of the next day, when another lever gave way. The other
bars also threatening to break down, it was decided to have all of them
reinforced before resuming operation. Accordingly the diffusion was
suspended for repairs, the crushing mills being reverted to in the mean
time. It is strange that European mechanics, above all, should so mis
calculate a mechanical principle as appears to have been done in this
case. The levers are of angle iron, but the bolt-hole through the lower
piece, at the point of the severest strain, left a fatal weakness. This was
purely a mechanical fault, however, not affecting in the slightest degree
the principle of diffusion.

What is undoubtedly a more serious, but still only a mechanical diffi
culty, has developed itself in the cutting machine. Fiber and other fine
material from the cane rind accumulate in the periphery of the cylindrical
box where the knives revolve, and jam between the the knife~bars, the
narrow slide on which their outer ends rest and the walls of the box.
This soon clogs the, machine so as to necessitate stopping it to be cleared.
Although two machines might keep up the supply while one is being
cleared, yet the latter operation is annoying, difficult and time-wasting,
besides it may be delayed a moment too long with disastrous results.
During the present suspension on account of the other breakage above
referred to, a structural change was to be made in the knife-bars, which
it was hoped might overcome the difficulty just described.

In previous portions of this narrative, the different processes of obtain
ing the juice from the cane-by maceration and diffusion-have been
described. It should have been stated that the power for the milling
operatio~s is furnished by two engines, respectively of eighty and 100
horse power. There are special engines for running the centrifugal ma
chines, pumping apparatus, etc., and a very ingenious, automatic steam
pump for feeding the boilers, which is self-regulating and a great saver
of both care and labor, An outline of the process of transforming the
raw juice into sugar may now be attempted.

From a receiving tank the juice is pumped into the clarifiers, of which
there are eight, with a capacity or 1.50 gallons each. Heat is applied by
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steam' pipes until boiling is produced, when lime is thrown into the
liquid, bringing a foaming mass of impurities to the surface. This scum
is swept off into receivers, as the liquor is boiled to a certain density,
ascertained by tests, after which the contents are drawn off at the bOt
tom of the clarifiers and conducted to the cleaning pans. There are five
of these pans in the Kealia mill, and in them the liquor is further heated
and skimmed. Then it is led into two mixers, respectively of twenty
and sixteen tons capacity. The mass is now very much thickened in
consistency, and is pumped into the double effects, there being two of
these great utensils, where it is boiled in a vacuum-the hot vapor from
one caldron of the double effect sufficing to boil the mass in the other.
The juice has now become molasses and that is pumped into the vaCUum
pans, there being also two of these apparatus-one a monster of sixteen
tons capacity, made by Dealey, of New York, the other holding eight
tons, made by the Honolulu Iron works. Here the molasses is evapora
ted into sugar in a vacuum produced by the condensation of its escaping
vapor, but it is such sugar as none of our readers would have his cup
sweetened with-a vile-looking black mud. 1'he boiling in vacuum, as
no doubt is generally known, is designed to effect the process in a lower
degree of heat than is necessary to boil a liquid in the open air, and the
especial object is to prevent the formation of what is called invert sugar
-a substance inferior in solubility, sweetness and wholesomeness to ·the
true article, and one which interferes with the graining or crystalization
of the product. A fully cooked batch in the vacuum pan is called a
"strike," and it is dropped through the bottom into troughs, whence it
is drawn oft' as desjred into the centrifugals. There arc twelve of these
machines, their operation being one of the most interesting sights the
mill affords to a visitor. They arc circular shaped vessels mounted on
upright spindles, with a close-woven web running all round a space in
side the shell. The black saccharine product above mentioned, is dumped
into the vessels, and the latter revolved with extreme velocity. In an in
credibly short time-only a few seconds-the mixture is seen to grow
light in color until it attains a white-brown. It is comparatively dry,
clear and crystalized sugar now, the liquid matter that colored it having
been driven by centrifugal force through the meshes of the web. Only
four men arc required to attend the twelve centrifugal machines, the
same liumber that it takes to run three or four. A second grade of sugar
is made by the reduction of washings of the different boiling apparatus
and that of the liquor from the filter presses. There arc three forty-inch
frame filter presses in this mill, their usc being to express the liquor
from residuum gathered at bottoms of the clarifiers and pans. These
presses h:lve valves for releasing air bubbles in the tubes, which is held
to be a great improvement on other kinds.

The more skilled employees of the mill-chemist, engineer, sugar boil-
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---0---
A PLANTER'S VIEW OF LABOR AND POPULATION.

ers, carpenters, etc.-are Americans and Europeans, but Japanese nre in
great favor as sub-engineers and tenders of different apparatus. The
Japanese are very teachable and faithful to their duties withal. One of
them who came to the mill without any knowledge of English, about a
year ago, has been taught to keep the record of the output of sugar, do
ing it with neatness and legibility. Japanese women sew the mouths of
the sugar-bags, with a celerity that those of other nationalities never at
tained. Chinese, Japanese and Portuguese divide the labor of'the fields,
and the company's pay roll numbers seven or eight hundred people.
The daily product of the mill, running day and night, is about forty tons
of sugar.

Instead of being housed in a single village, the laborers' cabins are
scattered in small hamlets all over the estate-the habitations being
usually elustered by nationalities-and this system has the advantage
of having laborers living near the different fields in sufficient numbers
to work them. As a rule, house-plots are cultivated as vegetable gar
dens, giving a thrifty aspect to the scene.-Hawaiian Gazette.

}
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To 'rHE EDITOR OF THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY:

DEAR SIR :-For years past the subjects of labor and population have
occupied much of the attention of the press and public of this country,
and during the last few months an unusually large amount of corres
pondence on these questions has appeared in our newspapers.

It is a matter to be regretted that attempts have been made by some
people to put planters in a very false light and make them appear an
tagonistic to the general interests of the country and the public.

The identity of the planters', the country's and the public's interests
is, however, so patent to all intelligent individuals that no attempt need
be made to demonstrate it in this letter.

A general impression nevertheless, seems to prevail amongst a consid
able section of the population of Honolulu, that planters do not favor
measures taken to promote the establishment of an increased settled
population on the Islands. Intimate acquaintance with plantcr~ of all
nationalities on each of the islands, convinces me that the impression is
quite erroneous.

All planters are, I believe, anxious to sec the land fully populated
with thriving and contented families, having as little desire to leave the
country as the native Hawaiian of last century had.

"\Ve arc probably all unanimous on this point, the more population the
better for everybody. Abundant population means abundant labor, su-



perior in quality and more reasonable in cost; abundant trade; both
retail and wholesale; increased revenue, increased exports, increased
imports, and withal increased local production for home consumption.
'Ve all know this and yearn for it, far from opposing any measure so
latldabk Nevertheless, though a succession of able statesmen have ex
perimented, at enormous expense to the country, -on various schemes of
immigration, with the aim of furnishing laborers and population, we ire
but little nearer the goal than we were ten years ago.

Gilbert Islanders and other natives of the Pacific have been tried and
sent home again at our expense, either unsatisfactory or unwilling to
remain.

Germans and Norwegians have been brought in considerable numbers;
at the private expense of the planters, and have nearly all gone away
again.

-P01'tttgnese have been most extensively imported, at really frightfui
cost to both the Government and the planters, and for a long time it ap~

pearedlikely that their thrifty and prolific characteristi0s would render
them just the class of people we needed. They are now, however;
after having hoarded, or sent most of their earnings out of the country,

• during the years they have been with us, leaving for California as fast
as ever they can; and it is pretty certain that they will continue to
leave, no matter what inducements may be offered to them, under the
Homestead Act, to remain.

vVe all, I fancy, like the Portuguese as laborers, and in many other
capacities, and appreciate the desirability of keeping with us if practic
able, these 15,000 people who, as Mr. Marques tells us, "live and cat
like Christians,'" even though the likeness and its merit be but slight.

Few however, of the Portuguese would permanently remain here as
settlers, even if they got unlimited land presented to them free of cost;
They arc not well enough educated to make good store-keepers, and
with few exceptions, they arc such inferior cultivators as to preclude
any chance of their success as agriculturists, when left to themselves.

It is a common sight on plantatIOns where they arc allowed plenty of
gooliland to cultivate for themselves, to sec Portuguese buying cabbages
and other vegetables from Chinese, and taro from Hawaiians. They
certainly do grow sweet potatoes for themselves, but of such poor quality
that a native would scorn to cat them himself aUll would regard them as
barely worth supplying to his pigs.

However, my object in writing is not to treat your readers to a disser~

tation about Portuguese, a subject most of them know enough about.al~

ready; and if I say much more about them my friend, 1\11'. Marques,
Jllay deem me ambitious to enter into a newspaper controversy with him
on the :-mbject, which I certainly am not.

lt is (Illite sufIicient that these people, that have been brought here,

"{ ,~: . t' , ' ,', . : .' , '"
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and to a considerable extent educated here at snch great expense to us,
are goin~ away and may be fairly regarded as a failure as far as repopu
lating the country is concerned.

In the meantime plantations keep extending their boundaries and
work must be done, and we are forced to depend, to a great extent, on
Chinese and Japanese labor. It is not because we are partial to
Chinese that we have demanded a reas.onable supply of these people, but
simply because, until the Japanese were brought here, they were the
only people readily available, in any numbers to keep us goiqg, and
keep the country going, until the population problem should be solved
by the powcrs that be.

Even Ilir. Jol:n Horner, whom some people regard as a veritable
"" China-J\1aniac," would probably prefer laborers bred in the country if
he could get them.

Now, with all due respect to the good people who considerately su:y :
'" Let the planter have limited Chinese as contracted laborers only, and
hold them responsible for their return at the end of the term of eontract."
I would say to them, that unless they arc prepared to allow us to brand
or tattoo the unfortunate Pakes, or confine them at night in high, walled
'enelosllres, under guards as, I believe, is done in Cuba and some other
'countries, no such system is possible. Most of us have learned by bitter
'experience how impossible it is to hold Chinese laborers under contract,
and few would care to risk it again and give bonds to return them.

Japanese are being introduced slowly, but even supposing that they
would be iilclined eventually to assimilate with the natives, it is diilicult
to see how permanent populating ean be effected to any extent, with
these people, so long as but ten to twenty per cent of women are brought
with them.

'While so few Japanese women are brought here, while Hawaiian
women are so few, there can be no intermarriage between the two races,
and without intermarriage there can be no assimibtion.

The fact is, the great want of the country is more women. There are
at the present time about three adult males to each 1l.l1ult female in the
country, and so long as this monstrous disparity between the two sexes
exists, so long will the labor supply, the social condition, and the trade
of the Kingdom remain in an unsatisfactory state.

Supply the single men that are in the country with the opportunity
of marrying, and we shall soon have satisfactory labor in abundance.

vVe all have felt the annoyance of having single men continually com
ing and going on plantations; often leaving just when they have got
broken in to some particular job, but who can blame them? Have they
not a right to do as they please?

A single man can earn enough in three months to keep himself twelve,
so why should he work steaelily? It is much marc interesting to travel
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around, and who shall say he is a vagrant? He's a gentleman, sir! He
is traveling on his means.

Give the men sweethearts, wives, and families to work for, and they
will work steadily, and have something to spend their earnings on be
sides bad Jiquor and prostitution, and they will have something to take
honest pride and interest in, and to stimulate their energy and ambition,
and make them happy and contented with whole'some domestic respon
sibilities.

On all the grounds of morality and decency, as well as of self-interest,
do let the planters and people join in demanding that the Government
introduce respectable single women until the present unwholesome dis
parity in numbers between the two sexes ceases to exist.

All very fine in theory hut how impractible, I hear you say I
\¥ait a minute please, it is not only practicable, but easy of accom

plishment. A scheme which if adopted, would exactly meet the case,
was suggested some years ago by Mr. Marsden, of Honokaa, but so un
obtrusively that it failed to attract the attention it deserved.

Mr. Marsden, when he returned from a trip to Jamaica, reported that
the island was teeming with negro women who had a strong desire to
emigrate if opportunity offered, to any country where they could find
employment. They appeared to be a desirable class of people and Mr.
Marsclen suggested that a number should be imported.

The men had left for the Panama canal and other places and the isl
and remained in possession of as great a superfluity of women as we
have deficiency.

These women are large, strong and healthy, speak English and are
good workers. In Jamaica they do the bulk of the hardest ,vork, such
as coa mg s ups an carrying bricks and mortar for builders. They
would be eminently fitted for plantation work, are in fact accustomed to
it, and could doubtless be engaged to ,york for $12 per month, boarding
themselves.,

At that rate they would be very cheap laborers, much more economical
than any we have now.' The cost of brif\ging them here, if properly
managed, should not be great, and the Government ought to pay their
passages. If any men wanted to come at the same time they might
pay their own passages, having the cost advanced them if thought de
sirable, to be repaid on the same arrangement as the Japanese. They
(the women) could be housed by themselves on plantations, in charge
of respectable negro matrons who would be held responsible for their
good behavior.

They are fond of children, would make admirable nurses and do
mestic servants, and in every respect supply the requirements of this
country. They are accustomed to live cheaply, on yams and sweet po-
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tatoes, and their introduction here would not involve the importation of
any peculiar food stuffs fpr their especial use.

Their earnings would be spent in the country, which is a most impor
tant consideration. rrhe drain on this Kingdom from money being car
ried away or sent away by Portuguese, Japanese and Chinese is awful to
contemplate.

Mr. Marsden can no doubt give °us more information on the subject
and make some definite suggestions as to how they could be best en
gaged, and I hope he will do so as early as possible, and that the Legis
lature will see its way to pass a liberal special appropriation and give the

o

project a fair trial.
Apologizing for asking so much of your space,

I am sir, your obediont servant,

--00-'0---

'l'HE USE OF BAGASSE AS A FERTILIZER.

[The following paper on the above subject was read before the Louisi
ana Planters' Association, at New Orleans, in :1\1arch last:]

EDilIEE, March G, 1888.
l\1R. PRESIDENT: As I made a special study on the subject selected

for your next meeting's qiscussion, I take the liherty of presenting a
few remarks on the value of bagasse as a fertilizer, but I must ask your
indulgence for my first attempt to write in the English language.

To be able to judge of the importance of the bagasse as a fertilizer, w~
must first know what quantity of elements (aclmowledged by all as nec
essary to the growth of the plant, and its richness in sugar,) is taken
from the soil by a fair average crop of twenty tons or 40,000 pounds of
canes per acre.

To the 40,000 pounds of cane we must add the leaves and tops which
are ieft in the field and not weighed. By careful experiments on sev
eral cane cuts, at different times during September and October, I found
that the leaves and tops represent thirty-five per cent of the weight of
the canes as they are generally cut for the mill, and I think it is correct
to say that during its growth, cane has produced fifty per cent of its
weight in leaves and immature tops. It is true that these leaves and
tops are left in the field where they are burned or underplowed, but they
will be a manure only for the first year stubs, whose leavcs and tops in:
luuch less quantity will fertilize the crop of cane and cowpeas. On the
other hand the roots of cowpeas, as demonstrated by Prof. Stubbs in his
Bulletin No. 14, will greatly benefit the ground, and after all, if we cal.:
cuIate that a crop of 40,000 pounds of cane for the mill represent 50,000
pounds of material extracted from the soil, we will not be very far from
the truth.



We must find now what amount of nitrogen and phosphate acid a
crop of that kind represents.

From a series of analyses made by various chemists, I found, as an
average, 3.60 pounds of ashes for every thousand pounds of canes and
leaves, with the following composition (deducting carbonic acid) :
Potash, 0.62 lb }
Soda, 0.02 lb ' ..
Lime, 0.85 lb....... .
Potash and Soda Chlor., 0.39 lb. 3.60 Ibs, with 0.31 of nitrogen or about 10 per cent.
Snlphuric acid, 0.24 lb .
PhOaphoric acid, 0.25 lb .
Silica, 1.76 Ib .

Therefore, a crop 9f 50,000 lbs. takes from the soil 50xO.31, or 15.50
Ibs, of nitrogen and 50xO.25, or 12.50 lbs. of phosphoric acid.

What is the quantity of bagasse which will return to the soil the above
amount of nitrogen and phosphoric acid?

The average of four experiments I made with Edmee's bagasse gave
me 5.20 lbs. of ashes per 1,000 lbs. of green bagasse, and 7.40 lbs. of
ashes per 1,000 lbs, of two years old bagasse which is richer in mineral
principles.

\Ve can deduct from the analyses of canes above mentioned the amount
of nitrogen and phosphoric acid in the ashes of the two years oJd ba
gasse, which is preferable for manure.

7.4xO.31 or 0.63 lbs. will represent the nitrogen per 1000 lbs. and 7.4xO.25
3.li ' 3.6

or 0.51 lb. will represent the prosphoric acid per 1,000 lbs.
Therefore for returning to the soil the amount of nitrogen necessary

for a crol) of twenty tons we must spread l)er acre 15.;'0"1.000 or about 24 -, O~,

000 lbs·. of two years old bagasse, and to obtain the necessary amount of

Phosphoric acid 12.[,0:,1,000 or about the same quantity.
0.01

\Ve may then say that we need 24,000 lbs. of bagasse to fertilize one
acre of cane.

From calculations and experiments made, I found that the expense of
loading, hauling and spreading this quantity of bagasse, added to those
of hauling the green bagasse to the place where it rots, amounts to $10.34
per acre; that is to say that the bagasse as a fertilizer costs as much as
the best chemical manure. I do not take into consideration the other
elements needed by the cane, as they are abundantly furnished by the
triennial rotation in cowpeas.

The real advantage of the bagasse would be that, being incorporated
in such a large quantity in the soil, it will loosen it to a great extent. In
the same manner, if it is true that the plant takes only one-third of its
carbon from the atmosphere, the bagasse will bring back to the soil a
large amount of that so much needed element.

Now, allow me, before finishing, to give you some figures on the value
of bagasse as a fuel. .
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THE BENEFITS OF HUMUS TO A SOIL.

[The following article by Dr. Wm. C. Stubbs, Dircctor of the United
States Sugar Experiment Station in Louisiana, was read by him before
the Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association, at their meeting in New Or
leans, 1\1areh 8. Taken from the monthly record of the Society.]

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLElIIEN : The grand object of agriculture is
to collect for purposes of human aggrandizement all the poss1ble energy
diffused upon the world in the form of light and heat from the sun.
Animal life is destructive, and to run it, fuel and food ready formed
must be supplied, while plant life is numerically constructive, and out of
the crude organic and inorganic substances are constantly resolving the
most diverse products. It behooves us, therefore as progressive agricul
turists and intelligent economists, to utiUze all the wastes of the farm
in feeding our crops and ameliorating our soils. Our subject, " The ben
efits of incorporation of bagasse with our soils," is sointi~atelycon
nected with the" Benefits of humus to a soil," that a proper understand
ing of the latter may give a higher appreciation of the former.

Though variable in composition, all vegetable matter may be regarded
as composed of cellulose, starch, sugars and similar bodies, mixed with
a small proportion of nitrogenous and mineral sub::3tances. By decom-

,.;,
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1. I neglect in the bagasse as it comes from the mill all other ele
ments but cellulose, sugar and water.

2. I take for the calorific power of the coal 8,000.
3. I consider the amount of heat taken off a furnace by one kilo

gramme of vaporized water as being 735 units of heat (calorics). The
vapor being heated to 1,100 degrees centigrade and then cooled down to
300 degrees centigrade.

Now, with an extraction of seventy-two per cent, 100 kilogrammes of
canes give twenty-eight kilogrammes of bagasse which contains: cellu
lose ten kilogrammes or carbon 4.44; water, 5.55; juice at thirteen per
cent, sugar eighteen kilogrammes. That juice coritains 2.34 sugar, and
15.66 water, or 0.98 of cellulose and 17.2 of water.

Therefore we have in all 5.42 kilogrammes of carbon and 22.57 kilo
grammes of water in 100 kilogrammes of bagasse.

The amount of heat furnished by those 100 kilogramm'es is: 5,42x8,000
less 22.57x735, or 26,772 corresponding to the heat furnished by 3,346
kilogrammes of coal, or three per cent of the weight of the bagasse.

I will remark that I have neglected all the other hydrogenous elements
which are in small quantity, but which will increase the figures found
above. Yours respectfully.

R. VITERBO.



positidn in the soil, the cellular tissues are converted Itito brown or black
Jriable substances to which collectively the name of "humus" is as"'
signed.: With limited supply of air, the rapid fermeritative period is
checked by the formation of brown and black matters, which thereafter
by resisting decay, accumuiate in the soil as "humus." This process
of "humification ,i increases iri proportion to the porosity of the veget-'
able matter; the amount of water, the soluble substances and the albu"'
minoids which the plants contain.

Complex in its' chemical character and variable in its color according
to the circumstances of its formation, the exact nature of "humus" is
better, understood from its effects upon soils and crops than from any
direct scientific investigation. Suffice to say, that ,. ulmin " and "ulmic
acid" have been obtained from brown humus, the first stage of decom"'
position; humus anci humic acid, from black humus, the second form of
decomposition ; and crenic and aprocrenic acids, by flirther oxidation.

All of these collectively are usually denominated in agi'icultural sci
ence as " humic acids," and in practical agriculture as " humus."

The benefits of humus to a soil may properly be classified under two
heads. Chemical and physical. Under the fdrmer are included those
characters which make it a direct fertilizer, and under the latter those
which constitute it as an amendment to the soil.

CHEMICAL BENEFITS.

1. The humic acids have considei;able power in disintegrating and
bringing in solution the mineral mattellB of the stlil. According to Gran..
deau, the fertility of every soil can be measured by a chemical estima
tion Of the amount of phosphoric acid, lime, magnesia, etc., combined
with humus. In other words the organic matter aets as a vehicle for
the transportation of the ash ingredients from the insoluble rbek par.:.
ticles ttl the growing plant.

2. By oxidation of humus, carbonic ncid is generated, which diffus
ing in the soil, water aids in disintegrating and dissolving the compc.
hents of the soil. This has been abundantly proven by Stockhart &
Petus, who have shown that this action is similar to that of carbonated
'water of the laboratory upon various minerals. In this way much of
the potash, soda, lime, etc., may be released from their rocky prison
houses, in which they have been so Icing held captive. 'fhis action alone
renders all kinds of organic matter devoid of noxious qualities useful as
Ihanure, and the excellent effects of stable manure, composts and green
manuring may in part bc duc to this action of the cm'honic ucid libel'"
ated during decay.

3. The researches of Butholst, and since contlrmcd by other investl~

gators, have shown that small q~antitics of nitrogen from the air are
slowly hilt continually fixed by the soil, by the vegetable matter prC8-
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ent. This explains many phenomena, hitherto but imperfectly under
stood, but time is wanting to give a. detailed mention of them.

4. The decomposition of humus supplies the growing plant with ni·
trogen by a distinct process now well understood and callud'nitrificat-ion.
From this source the forests and other plants growing wild, derive most
of their nitrogen. This supply of nitrogen by humus to the growing
plant is understood and appreciated by the i.ntelligent farmer in the
selection of his manures for his different fields.

5. It is entirely probable that the various forms of· humus are taken
up directly, at least by some plants, and in some way assimilated.

These are some of the chemical characters of humus-characteril
which alone have wisely guided the old farmer in the selection of fertile
fields for his future home in the boundless areas of the vVest and South·
,vest. But though so valuable from a chemical standpoint, humus pos·
sesses physical properties no less beneficial and may be mentioned as

follows:
1. It lightens and mellows heavy clays and conversely makes sands

very tenacious. It lightens clay soils just as any coarse manure w'ould
do, but there is another action which is of far greater importance to the
permanent fertility of the soil. It coheres 'or granulates the particles of
sand and coagulates or flocculates the finer particles of heavy clays, so
that air and rain may fully circulate up and down them both. This
property is of great importance, since by it both extreme:::! of sand and
'clay may be profitably cultivated.

2. It retains moisture during dry weather, cnabling crops to with·
stand a drought of considerable duration without serious injury. For
this reason fertilizers are of more certain action upon soils filled with
vegetable matter, since sufficient moisture is always insured for their
constant solution~

3. Its presence influences the tempP.l·ature of the soil. Heat is indis
pensable to the growth of crops. vVe are greatly deceived when we im
agine that the fertility of any country depends wholly on the nature of
the soil, because an abundance or scarcity in crops arises chiefly from
the degree of heat and humidity of the air. The temperature of, every
soil is influenced hy a great variety of circumstances; among other
things may be mentioned the presence ot vegetable matter, aiding di
rectly in the absorption of heat :md indirectly increasing the soil tem
perature by gradual oxidation.

Numcrol1s experiments made by a host of scientists have conclusively
shown that dark colored soils will mature crops from ten to thirteen
clays earlier than light colorecl ones. In Louisiana, where the cane only
approximates maturity, this is a question of vital importance, ancl COIL

nectecl with tiled draining and proper fertilization, constitutes the en
grossing problems for the futl1l'c sugar plant!'r of Lonif'iana.
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4. Humus increases the area for the foraging of the roots of plants.
Rootl:! need space, and the incorporation of vegetable matter makes the'
soil open an~ porous and affords a larger area for the numerous rootlets
to penetrate in their search for food.

Such are some of the benefits of humus when applied in moderate
quantities and properly incorporated with the soil.

It is worthy of remark here, that excessive quantities of humus may
do great harm. This is illustrated in reclaimed peat bogs, and in some
instances in this State, where lands covered heavily with bagasse have
been cultivated. Soils highly charged with vegetable matter, though
capable of holding much water when wet, absorb little or none after be~

ing thoroughly dried. Such peculiar repellant action has been ascribed
to the presence of waxy, resinous and fatty matters which coat the par
ticles and prevent the water from adhering to them. From above it is
manifestly inappropriate to apply humus in large quantities to soils
already too wet.

With these explanatory remarks we are ready now to show that "Ba
gasse is a Fertilizer," if properly applied.

Bagasse is the residue of the cane after expressing its juice by pressure
or removing it by diffusion. In the former case it may contain ten to
thirty per cent juice, holding sugars and other solids in solution. In
the latter case it consists of a woody fibre, and the scums of the clarifier,
mixed with water. Mill bagasse is unfitted for even distribution over a
field-while diffusion chips can be easily and evenly distributed by some
of the excellent manure distributors found on our market.

The average composition of Louisiana cane may be assumed as fol
follows: 'Vater, 77.16 per cent; sugars, 13.33 per cent; fibre, 8.39 per
cent; albuminoids, .50 per cent; ash, .62 per cent.

Removing 70 per cent of its juice, the average extraction of our best
mills, and there will be left: Water, 17.90 per cent; fibre, 8.39 per cent;
sugars, 3.00 per cent; albuminoids,.40 per cent; ash, .30 per cent; or
100 parts of bagasse will contain: Water, 59.72; fibre, 27.95; sugars,
10.00; albuminoids, 1.33; ash, 1.00.

o The ash contains a large amount of silica and medium quantities of
lime, magnesia and phosphoric acid. Nearly all of the soda aud potash
goes into the juice and is ultimately found in the molasses.

A mill working 1,000 tons of cane per season and extracting 70 per
cent, would have 300 tons of bagasse of the above composition, contain
ing 1,277 pounds of nitrogen, or an amount equal to that contained in
nine tons of cotton seed meal.

Bagasse when properly applied to soils is soon converted into humus
and carries with it all the beneficial effects above described, including
thc dircct supplying of plant food. I usc the term "properly applied"



advisedly, for in its proper dis~ribution both in quantity and quality
kuch of its success depends, and to its excessive use, especially upon
soils already too wet, may be ascribed much of the ill effects which have
engendered objections to its use.

Difficulty in distribution, expense in handling and obstruction to sub
sequent good cultivation have prevented extended use of mill bagasse as
a fertilizer. It has, however, been used largely as a fuel under the boil
ers, where its caloric effect has been calculated to be worth fifty-six cents
per ton. Calculated for its nitrogen alone, its commercial value as a
manure is sixty cents per ton; but when to this are added the other
values of humus to the soil, which cannot be measured in dollars and
cents, but whose absence will ultimately mean small crops and aban
doned lands, then its agricultural value rises far above the above esti.
mate.

As an element for a compost heap it is unexcelled, when mixed with
stable manure and acid phosphate. Such a compost heap has been suc
cessfully used under cotton, corn, cane and potatoes. A sample of rot
ten bagasse, sent last year to the station by Mr. H. Studenezka gave the
following composition: Water, 25.95 j ammonia, 1.83 j phosphoric acid,
.46; potash, .19.

This bagasse, estimated by the commercial tariff now adopted, will be
worth over $5 per ton.

Diffusion chips offer no obstruction to cultivation and are easily dis
tributed, and they contain besides all the albumilloids of the clarifier.
The failure to burn the diffused chips under the boilers may be regarded
as one of the most cheering features of the coming diffusion processes,
since it necessarily relegates the chips to the soil and thus partially sup

.plies the humus now annually wasted by tillage.
Humus is the great crying want of Southern soils-cane, cotton and

tobacco, hoed crops, cultivated late into the summer, under skies and
climate favorable to rapid oxidation, and with a careful exclusion of
grasses and weeds, have fast reduced the original supply of humus in
our soils, and already made many poor indeed.

If only the best of cotton or the sugar and molasses of cane be sold,
and the residues of both crops carefully returned to the soil, our soils
would theoretically not diminish in fertility. But practice shows that
on most sugar plantations the bagasse, leaves and tops are burned, the
skimmings thrown into the ditches and the naked soil inverted for an
other crop. This means the annual removal from each acre growing
twenty-five tons of cane and seven and a-half tons of tops and leaves
about 6,500 pounds woody fibre, 500 pounds mineral matter, sixty-four
pounds nitrogen.

The mineral matter may be easily returned in the ashes, but the nitro
gen is forever gone-an amount equal to over 900 pounds per acre of
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cotton seed meal. This ia a severe drain upon any land, and is only
partially replaced. by the triennial crop of pea vines turned under. In
the economy of fertilization, commercial fertilizers bear to the land the
same relation that corn and oats do the stock, while vegetable matter
play.a the part of hay or long forage. Both are essential to the best
rt::sults.

When Louisiana shall become tile-drained from the Gulf to the Man
chac, and the bagasse and cane refuse annually and intelligently applied
to her soils, supplementfld by such commercial fertilizers as an intelli
gent experience may direct-then shall we have in our soils the combi
nation of all the advantages which a beneficent nature and an enlight
ened art can bestow, and realize in full fruition all the boundless possi
bilities that await this Sunny Southland, "Creation's Garden Spot."

On motion, Dr. Stubbs was thanked for his able paper, and it was or·
dered published.

Mr. Lucien Soniat was next called on and read the following:

GREEN MANURING.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN: After the eloquent and able addresl;l
made by the gentleman who has preceded me, I feel that there is "little
that I can say that will throw any more light on the subject. But as it
has been the pleasure of our President to appoint me, I feel that it is my
duty to answer the call and at the same time to show my willingness to
give what little experience I may have touching this important branch
of agriculture. "

As we all know, the soil is composed of three constituents: humus,
clay and sand. When the farmer demands an analysis to test thB rich
ness of his field and repair its losses after each harvest, he loses sight
of the fact that each field has its own peculiar wants, and what will suit
one may not suit another.

The nutrition of plants is the law that will make agriculture pass froIl).
the condition of conjectural to that of a positive science.

To preserve to the soil its fertility we must supply it periodically with
nitrogenous matters, phosphates, potassa and lime in quantities at least
equal to those removed by the crops. By so doing we satisfy the law of
equilibrium; the plants find in abundance all they require and attain
their maximum of possible development. The crops are also more abun
dant.

The power of growing crops to use up nitrates whi~h might otherwise
go to waste, is one point to be counted in favor of a ;method of culture
which will keep, by a rotation of crops, the groun~ covered with vegeta
tion as much as possible, in order to smother weeds and to prevent the
lands from being baked by the sun or washed by the rain. Thus, for
example, if a crop of corn be planted, it is wen to sow peas at the time
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when the crop is laid by j this keeps the surface soil shielded from the
hot rays of the sun until the corn is harvested, and which does very lit
tle injury to the corn crop, leaving the ground in splendid condition for
fall plowing. •

Almost any land not absolutely arid or poisonous can be made fertile
by persistently plowing in, before coming to maturity, a green crop of

.clover or peas, for these two plants have a peculiar faculty of profiting
by the food they find in the air and deep in the subsoil. By doing so,
the land is manured with every thing that the plants have accumulated,
either from the air or from the soil, or from the waters in the soil, aI).d
by this method is placed within the land a mass of organic matter which
by its decay, will give off enormous quafitities of carbonic acid to disin
tegrate and dissolve the components of the crude soil.

The organic matter will furnish an abundant supply of humus for ab
sorbing and holding moisture for supplying nitrogen, and for improving
the texture of the land, making such hungry soil capable of retaining
manures and of supporting crops.

Instances are not wanting in agricultural practice, of fairly fertile soils
which consist naturally of no more than a small proportion of humus
admixed with mere sand. Baussingault speaks of very fertile soil that
was composed of ninety-two per celit of sand admixed with leaf-mould.
In such cases the humus appears to act very much in the same way that
clay would act to improve the physical texture of the soil, and so enable
it to hold water and fertilizers.

Besides the plants already specially mentioned, there are several
others 'Which are plowed in green wUh same benefit, viz: turnips, white
mustard, Indian corn, sown thick, etc., in fact, any kind of green plants
will do good.

Green manure may sometimes act slowly. A point to be noticed is
that the inorganic matters and the nitrogen in the buried plants are
only gradually given up, as a general rule, for the use of the growing
crop. Probably the living plant cannot consume many of the constitu
ents of the dead plants until the latter have been completely disorgan
ized. In any event, it is hardly fair to compare green manuring too
closely with the ordinary methods of applying fertilizers.

Green manuring plowed in is only resorted to in exceptional cases
now-a-days, though it was once rather common in many localities in the
days when commercial fertilizers were not to be had.

Now, when the soil has a good supply of humus, would it not be bet
ter to feed out either green or dry to cattle which would return dung to
the land? Perhaps the land would not be so well manured in this way
for the time being, but the advantage to the farmer would nevertheless,
be greater in most cases, for, in spite of the cost of harvesting the forage,
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of carrying it to the cattle and of carting out and spreading their man
ure, it would still be true in the long run, upon a well conducted farm)
that the farmer will get two profits-one from the animal increase or
other product obtained by using the hay, and another from the manure
which the fodder has produced. Also with the money made by the hay
commercial fertilizers could be bought to supply any deficiency. Let
us remember that animal excrements act as a manure more quickly,
more powerfully and more assuredly than the plants. which have pro
d uced them can.

Generally speaking, all pea crops are thus fed out·now-a·days·, and it
seldom happens that a crop is plowed under if it be thrifty. The plant
ing of peas serves the purpose of preventing the escape of manures which
are inherent to the soil; after cutting off pea-vines the land is richer in
nitrogen and a certain class of minerals. This seems strange and con
trary to the laws of nature. The excess of minerals in the superficial
soil can only be accounted for by means of the well known capillary at
traction of the sap of plants brings forth from the subsoil-substances
in solution that have lain dormant for ages in the bowels of the earth;
there they draw their nourishment, and as the leaves, stems or roots de
cay the mineral as well as the organic substances c'ontained in them are
deposited upon the surface of the soil, also the millions, nay myriads, of
tiny insects-microdemes-that infest, live and thrive UDon the dense
foli'age of peas; and as the plant food passes through the~e small facto
ries, the pea-vines are converted into potent fertilizers, for they manu
facture them better than man, with all his science, can ever hope to do~

. And what do they charge? Why, nothing-a simple morsel, a,simple
leaf. They cat this in the ¢lay by the light of the sun; at night by the
light of the moon and the stars. And when these luminaries fail, the
beautiful fire-flies come with their precious load of phosphorus, aiding
also in rebuilding our soils! l\Iay this not be one of the sources of ni~

trogen unaccounted for?
1'he pea~patch is a natllral nitre-bed; the vegetahle matters are fur~

nlshed by the leaves and stems, 'the animal by the dead insects, birds,
toads, snakes, microdemes, etc., and the calcarious by the snails and
other shells as well as by the lime contained in a certain measure in
our soil.

There is one merit in green manuring that has been strongly insisted
by many, and that is by shading the ground, the soil is brought into a
favorable condition, whereby useful chemical actions are induced and.
maintained, at the same time that good physical conditions are insured.
It also keeps the land open and mellow as well as to protect it from the
baking influence of the sun and the formation of crusts by beating rains.
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The good effects of shade will be felt just as strongly when the crop is to
be harvested and used for hay'; as when it is plowed under. The richer
the land the greater will be the need of keeping it covered with green
crops in order to save the nitrates, and to prevent leaching by rain.

Storer seems to think that unless the condition of the soil is faV'orable'
as regards moisttireand texture, the plowing in' of green crops might dd
more harm than good, and involve the operator in w'asteful expenditure.
He further says ip so many words: "After all has been said that can be
in favor of the system, it still remains true that, excepting old sod land,
green manuring is a resource for the landscape gardner rather than the
farmer. It may serve a good purpose in cases where waste pieces of
land need to be beautified quickly and at small expense, but under the
arrangements that commonly exist upon farms now-a-days, it will usu
ally be found more economical to harvest any green forage that may be
grown, and feed it out to animals whose dung will be returned to the
iand at some appropriate moment in the course of a judicious rotati<m
of crops."

Now, for the owners of most farms, especially if their land be fertile;
it is from the scientific point of view, and not from the practical or
economical, that green manuring is to be regarded as interesting and
philosophical. In general it may be said that the practice of green
manuring militates strongly against the system of allowin~ land to rest.
Thus the practiCe of green manuring is in the same sense an outgrowth
from the system of fallowing.

If it is desired to piactice and to plow in green crops; it will be best
to do it thoroughly; by means of a light dressing of artificial fertilizers;
four to five tons can be grown on an acre of land. One gObd method
proposed and practiced by Ravenel, of Charleston, is to apply finely
powdered phosphate rock (<I floats") to the land on which the cowpeas

ure to be grown, so that, when the green plants come to be plowed un~

del', the refractory phosphates shall be subjected to the solvent action of
a great mass of decaying vegetable matter, whereby some part of it may
be made fit tb be assimilated by subsequent crops.

There is nd need to say that the "'\Tery qualities which make humus so
valuable in floils that are naturally too dry, unfit it for application to
moist sons: There ate few things worse than humus tin a wet soiL

, Storer says; in case any large quantity tJf it were put upon a moist soil
it ,vduld remain wet anli ctJld and would tend to increase the boggines8
of the place:

By calling your attention to the ydlUable and scientific researches to
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be found in Bulletin No. 14, just iss~ed by our worthy director Dr.
Stubbs, we find (page 53) :
Amount of green vines per acre, , .. " .. "., ... ,."""" .. "", .. , ,21,345 pounds
Amount of green roots per acre. , , I •. , , , , , , •• , • , , • , , • , , , • , , , , , , ••• , •• 3,464 pounds

Total, ten tOIlR, or .. , ,. , , .. , ,., ,.,.. , ,.24,809 pounds
When oried t.he vines wp.igli , , .. , , , , , , , , 3,330 pounds

. When dried the roots weigh , ' , , ,. ", ' ' .. , 1,040 pounds

Total , , .. , , , . .. 4,370 pounds

One acre of pea-vines contains amount equal to 800 pounds cotton
seed meai, and 340 pounds Kainite, and over supply of phosphoric acid
by about eight pounds.

One acre of pea-roots contains of plant food amounts about equal tb
120 pounds cotton seed meal ahd 130 pounds Kainite.

When both are returned to the land there is an amount of p'lant food
equal to 920 pounds cotton seed meal and 770 pounds Kainite. These
speak for themselver;; and show conclusively that the planting of peas is
necessary to renovate our soil and should be considered as the true basis
of all culture.

But strange to say, and Dr. Stubbs has called attention to it, that the
difference in increased yield is hardly perceptible, when the vines are
turned under or when they are removed. He says: "The benefit ob
tained by the root residue penetrating the soil in every direction, separ
ating and disintegrating the soil, must be ascribed to some of the good
effects of peas upon our lands, to say nothing of the aid to drainage
which these roots ahd rootlets are converted into ducts or smnil tiles
long after their decomposition.

In conclusion. let us follow and encourage scientific research, not
solely with the expectation of deriving pecuniary profit from it, but for
the sake of science, the purpose of cultivating our intellects and improv
ing our hearts, and to make us wiser and better.

On motion, 1\1r. Soniat was voted the thanks of the Association, and
his paper W'as ordered to be published.

---0---
A dissentient voice is heard on the coffee question. A gentleman at

thirty years experiehce in these islands, and who is planting con.sider
able Uacts of land with these valuable trees, says that coffee, with care
ful cultivation on these islands has never succeeded. If left to them
selves the trees will bear well, but the moment they are "fussed over,"
he calls it, they are sure to go backward instead of forward. 'Ve give
the opinion for what it is worth. In support of his statement our friend
cited his own experience, and said that for years he cultivated his trees
most carefully, and it only proved "love's labor lost," but as soon as he
ceased his efforts, and let the trees grow naturally he received excellent
returns. He argues that what is suitable for Ceylon and Guatemala is
not necessarily suitable for these islands.
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Following the above question, two others suggest themselves, as of
prime importance, viz:

1. What have the sugar plantations done for the islands; and what
have they failed to do?

II. What is now the great ,~ant of the islands, and can it be met?
No more important questions than the above present theniselves to

the friends of this country; and though I may fail to answer them as
fully as might seem desirahle, I will try to show the immediate concern
which every resident should have in them.

The sev~nty-ninesugar plantations of the islands employ about fifteen
thousand hands, and a large number, say five hundred, more or less, ed
ucated men; besides furnishing, in a very essential degree, the business
life of the country. They are much the largest importers from other
countries; and furnish by far the greatest :amount of export. About
one hundred thousand tons 'of sugar are produced annually, most of
which is exported.

The incidental needs 'Of the plantations fu.rnish a large part 'Of the
business not directly connected with them. The profits arising ftom the
sugar business have made some men wealthy; and in a general way,
supply the means of living of most of the population. The revenue of
the' country is principally derived from them.

Incidental to their convenience, roads and bridges, landings and har
bors are made and kept in repair; lines of vessels sail to and from our
ports; markets are estabHshed; telephone lines set up, and all the ma
'Chinery of civilization is kept in motion. Wages have been raised;
-every man who will work can get profitable employment as can be ob
tained anywhere.

That is 'one side of the question; what is the other? Many of the good,
decent people, Hot directly connected with the sugar plantations, have
left, or are leaving the country. The land swarms with Chinese, a large
part 'Of them vagrants, and most of them without their wives. Every
bit of land which they can get a hold on is theirs. Their bungling
work drives out skilled labor, because it is cheaper than skilled work
workmen can afford to do it. Totally unprincipled, as most of them
are, all kinds of depravity are fostered by them, and the morals of the
community suffer in consequence.

There are, in some respects, exceptions among them to these sweeping
assertions, but they are comparatively few. In gambling, using and
f;elling opium, liquor and awn, they not only render themselves a nui-
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sance, but spread corruption among the lower classes of society. These
men were imported to work on plantations, and they choose to remain,
but will not longer work for plantations. The plantations, therefore,
have failed to fill the islands with a desirable population. Other nation
alities than Chinese, leave again, especially those of the' more. decent
sorts.

An incidental result also of plantation life is, that manual labor,
handicrafts, become disreputable. Nowhere can be seen the pervading
industry of New England, every man doing his own work. The Arca
dian life is impossible, as things are, in this Paradise of the Pacific
world. But I do not intend to exhaust this side of the subject.

Having shown that a virtuous and happy state of society is not a
probable result of the present manner of conducting sugar plantations;
but that more and more, the tendency is to form two olasses, wide apart,
I proceed to the second branch of the subject, viz: What is the great
want of the islands, and can it be met?

Without more ado I will say that our great want is an intelligent, in
dustrious and virtuous population; and I doubt not every right-minded
man will agree with me. What is a country filled with only that which
dollars can buy? What is a country where men .can be bought and
sold?

My apology for the present writing is the fact that a vast many young
men, just the stamp we want, cannot get employment at horne i~ the
eastern United States. All the business of the country is in the hands
of" Unions," « Trusts," etc., who make conditions which are hard for an
honest man to fulfil. There are signs of fulness in the country; and the
best way for a young man of character, but without much means, is to
leave for more favorable situations. But how about California? Why,
California too, will soon be full; even now land is high; and while you
are about it you may as well go further.

No; our want is men ; such men that corruption, in the form we have
had it in the past few years, will be impossible. We do not want dudes,
nor those only who want to have a good time; nor those who are afraid
or ashamed of hard, long-continued work; nor selfish arid covetous
men; nor liars and cheats nor men who, in a crisis are without back
bone. "re want stl:ictly temperance men, who will not spend money
and destroy brain with the "filthy weed," nor with spirits or stimulants
of any sort; who understand and practice economy; who can even lay
aside tea and coffee, if need be; men who keep the Sabbath holy, and
not as a holiday; men who can live on plain fare; men who get for use
and comfort, and not for show. In fact-to sum up the whole, we want
men who will succeed, as our man surely will, if he is energetic and in
dustrious.

June, 1888.]
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Should any young man upon this showing, feel inclined to come and
try it, his first want will be-to pair. But take heed young man, you
do not take. anyone you happen to set eyes on for your mate. She is to
be a "helpmeet;" you will need her. You are to climb the hill to
gether, and then together you can look from the top. See you do not get
one who has high notioD~ about" women's rights," and all that; she had
better "hoe that row" single. Steer shy of those who expect their hus
bands to support them in idleness as fine ladies. But get a good, com-
mon sense, healthy, decent lass, and you will never repent it. .

Next: You will 'want a bit of land; the best you can find-not a
thousand acres, not even a hundred, till you have been in the country a
while and kilow what y.ou want it for. For such as you there is plenty
of land; but there is none for dawdlers and speculators; and there is
none to waste. Ev.ery acre should be utilized to its full power. No
where in the world will high cultivation do more.

Then: You will want to raise on your land all your own supplies
which it will produce, as for instance, corn, potatoes and other garden
sauce, squashes, melons, yams, figs, guavas, mangoes, arrow-root, grapes,
bananas, ohias and a vast many other things of the sort, which your
land, according to .locality, will produce; and which you and your wife
will delight to see growing. You will also want a horse, a cow, a pig,
fowls, etc., etc. A few acres of sugar ·cane too, if you are not too far
from' a mill, will be a help; for most mills will grind on shares to accom
modate neighbors; in fact, it is profitable for them to do it. But do not
let cane growing be your ultimate business. We do not want all our
eggs in one basket.

Among the first things, put trees of some sort in all the corners all;d
out of the way places. They will soon make all the fuel you want; ~nd

some may be fruit trees as well. Then you will want a bit of a house,
and about as much furniture as Grant Thorburn, the great New York
seedsman started with. Some of us still living have seen "bed-rock"
in that line.

But now I come to the main part of that I have to do, viz: to show
how people of small means, who do their own work, can get a good liv
ing outside of sugar plantations; and thus give us a thriving popula
tion.

1. There are wanted in the islands a few hundred good teachers~

Most or all the schools are now supplied; but now and then one drops
out, and there is a chance for a competent teacher.

2. A certain plant called ramie, of the nettle family, flourishes here.
It has one of the finest and best fibres in existence. It is almost equal
to silk, which it is largely used to adulterate. It is finer than linen,
and is said to last a lifetime. But a market is yet to be found for it.
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Though the manufactured article is said to be worth from sixty to one
hundred cents a pound, or even more, only fifteen cents a pound is of
fered for the fibre prepared ready for the manufacturer's hands. Such
a state of things cannot last long. I have reason to think that no ma
chine exists by which the fibre can be readily separated from the stalk,
though many such machines have been reported, and a large reward of
fered to anyone who would invent it. But it will not long be so. Evp.n
at the price offered it will still yield a little revenue to clean it by hand,
-if you raise it yourself, and do not borrow money to branch out into a
large plantation, employing unskilled laborers. The cultivatioI). is not
difficult or expensive; and you can cut twelve or fifteen hundredpoundf>
of the fibre from an acre, four times a year-four thousand eight hqndreq
or six thousand in all. And by and by you will find some easier way
to clean it-if you are a Yankee. The planUs hardy, easily raised and
in no way disagreeable. It is only owing to our hurry-skurry way of
doing business; borrowing a lot of money, hiring a lot of Chinamen to
do the work, that we have decided the business is unprofitable. It has
not been fairly tried.

3. Excellent rice is raised for home consumption, and thirteen mil
lions six hundred and eighty-four thousand two hundred pounds were
exported in 1887. But the whole business is done by Chinamen; there
is hardly a chance for our young'man here.

4. One thrifty man makes a living by making guava jelly, for which
there is an abundance of fruit. But he supplies the market: no more is
wanted. Still tons of cape gooseberry (or poha) jelly and jam could be
sold here, if the plants were cultivated.

5. Jute is used here in the form of sugar bags, costing from seven to
nine cents each, to the amount of one million five hundred thousa.nd
bags":""one hundred and twenty thousand dollars. So far as we know,
jute can be grown here as well as elsewhere; and certainly it can be
manufactured here as well as in Oakland. The process is absurdly sim
ple, but has been kept secret II

6. Experiments are now IIJ.a~ing with the olive. The tree grows as
well as could be desired, but it is yet doubtful whether it will bear fruit
well. Once established, a plantation of olives will last for ages. The
world is by no means supplied with pure olive oil ; many vile substitutes
are used for it.

In California, olive planting is on the increase and is said to be very
profitable. A well grown tree there is said to yield twenty'-five dollars
worth of fruit annually. Here the young tree brought from California
is perfectly healthy' and grows vigorously; if they produce as well as in
California, nothing can be more proqtable.

7. Recent investigations by all expert have shown that the cinchona
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tree, producing quinine, can be raised in large quantities here, a wide
extent of country being well adapted to it. Experiments on a large
scale are in progress; if the, outcome is favorable, no business could be
better for small farmers. The use of quinine is greatly increasing, by
which much of the sickness formerly thought unavoidable, can be kept
off.

8. Before the advent of blight, coffee raising was profitable; and it is
probable that, with high cultivation, carried on properly, good crops may
now be obtained. The world's supply is short, and the price enormous.
It will be tried again, for Sandwich Island coffee is among the best in
the world. That too, is a good business for small farmers.

9. Oranges come under the same category and we may yet have more
of our exceptionally luscious fruit. One who has eaten it cannot but
long for it again.

10. In some situations roses flourish wonderfully, and the making of
rose water or attar of roses might pay. Other kinds of perfumery might
pay also, for many kinds of sweet-smelling flowers take kindly to the
country.

11. Raising stock is a necessity of the country, and must be kept up,
but just now it is overdone. Milk and butter are always in demand.

1~. Hay is imported from California to the amount of between. fifty
and seventy-five thousand dollars annually. It is a necessity of this
country, a large part, if not the whole of which might be produced here.
Hay with grain costs us two hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year.
Only in respect of curing hay is there any doubt. But it need not be
kept long, having no voyage to make, and the supply may be constant
as the want. Two thousand five hundred bushels of wheat have been
raised on Maui in one year; but we now pay often three cents a pound
for chicken feed. The troops of mynah now infesting the country will
greatly facilitate the production of grain by destroying the worms.
They were not here when it was raised before, and when the worms
greatly injured the crops.

13. The raising of such spices as would grow might make a living
for some. Thanksgiving all-spice and the vanilla bean would probably
flourish.

14. Pine-apple culture in some places, where it particularly flour
ishes, may be made very profitable. The demand for them in California
is good, and the cultivation is not costly. There are some exceeding
fine kinds in the islands. Very many other kinds of business might be
followed to a small extent as matters of profit. The manufacture of fer
tilizers, for which there is some material and a good demand, might be
done to profit.

Tanning might also be profitable, as hides are plenty and cheap, and
the tannin easily imported.
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THE FUTURE OF LOUISIANA SUGAR.

The manufacture of iodine, for which there is some amount of sea
weed of special excellence, might give work to a few.

The above is a very imperfect account of our status in respect of the
subjects of which it treats. l\:Iuch more might be said. But whatever
imperfections my article may possess, I have studiously endeavored to
keep within facts, and have rather understated than otherwise. ,l\:Iy ob
ject is to encourage a worthy yeomanry for these sunny,islands.

Wailuku, l\:Iay, 1888. E. BAILEY.
---0-"-'-
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A successful future for our local sugar industry, depends principally
upon two prime essentials: tile drainage and centmlfactories. This may
hetter be recognized at once; and the course of individuals shaped in ac'"
cordance.

A central system in manufacture must, with us, be the result of slow
evolutionary process. Constant tariff agitation and consequent lack of
confidence, it is certain, will operate against the organization of powerful
corporations which, otherwise, it might be hoped, would occupy so prom
ising a field, with capital from without the State. At home, money and
credit are wanting. Yet, the eventual adoption of it admits no doubt.
Already a host of smaller concerns have disappeared. The capacIty and
influence of larger establishments is being constantly increased. Ten
antry is becoming of wider application. A tendency towards the sale
and purchase of canes is rapidly accelerating. Open kettles are doomed
and must go first. Each new departure in manufacture widens the
breach. Attending each is an increased product, at decreased cost.
The American sugar market has by no means yet touched bottom. The
smaller and older vacuum pan establishments must follow next. It is
only a question of time, if the industry succeerls in holding its own so
long. The laws of economics are as c.ertain and universal in their action
as those of physics. Delay is possible but not escape. Coocentmtion is
the feature of the age, and sugar must bow before the inevitable in Lou
isiana, as it has already done elsewhere. To hasten the metamorphosis
is the part of wisdom-to resist is folly.

The logical result of this transformation is to be the loss in major part
of present manufacturing plant. Ardent desire to produce "somethiI)g
from nothing" is as old as human history. To secure additional returns
from given amounts of raw material appears a close approach to this
miracle-is a charm which, reasonable within limits, is yet most likely
to entice hundreds into ruin. Too much money has been spent upon
apparatus already which was wanted but a little time. Sugar planters'
scrap piles are sufficiently imposing'now.



--_·o~

The Brazillian Legation in Washington has received information that
the Brazilian Patliament has approved the Government bill completely
abdlishing siavery; and that it was sanctioned by the Regent on the 13th
of May. The Minister states, also, that this action met with extra6rdi~

nary manifestations of rejoicing.
. -'--0-:--'--

Some 150 dift'erent colors are nOw obtained from coal-tar j and these
have' almost entirely supplanted vegetable and animal dyes. In fact j

only two of the vegetable class~indigo and logwood'-are still of any
considerable importance. Coal yields a large amount of coloring matter j

the magenta from a ton being sufficient to dye 500 yards of flannel; the
aurine, 120; the vermillion-scarlet, 2,.560; and the alizarine, 225.

The essentials to successful manufacture are not all tangible. The
best informed wiIi sometimes purchase what they do not want. For
those of smaller means and experience who contemplate large expendi
ture in manufacturing appliances, occasional visits to the States' greater
factories would afford wholesome lessons. Careful observation and in
quiry here will reveal necessary complications in apparatus and skill in
management which, little suspected by the many, are most difficult of
imitation. Most earnestly does the Sugar Bowl protest against precipi-•tate haste on the part of any to enter into the dangerous labyrinths of
modern manufacture who have not large resources, broad technical
knowledge, extensive plans for the future and their personal energies'
and time unoccupied by large, collateral, agricultural pursuits. Yet we
would have the industry's earnings go back into its business. The other
prime essential (perfect drainage) offers at} opportunity for this, whieh
avoids every objection of the last. * * * *

For three years the stop and start of every important machine in one'
of our best managed sugar houses has been recorded. This house was
supposed to operate twenty-two hours per day. Inclusive of Sundays it
has actually averaged only thirteen. So it is with n~arly every establish
ment, that but half work is done. An economy growing out of an in
bteased supp1y of raw material and full hours is thus possible, without

. additional sugar house investment much more than equivalent to that
bbtainable by the erection of the best bagasse burner. Tiles will secure
this increase of raw material and provide good roads upon which to
transport it. They work day and night, while the plantation machinery
is idle over nine months in the year, and runs little to exceed half the
balance. They need add but one per cent of sugar to the juice to increase
the yield beyond the increment secured in the substitution of five fai
three rolls. If they add two or three tons to the acre's product only,
their earnings will yet easily outrun that of a double effect on any estate
extensive enough to warrant this.-Louisiana Sugar Bowl.
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[An Essay read at· the Santa Barbara Oonvention by M. Baldridge, of
Oovina, LOB Angeles county.]

Some time ago your secretary informed me that I had been selected
to prepare for this occasion an essay" How to Propagate Orange Trees,"
and in order to achieve brevity in doing so, I shall present such facts
only as have come to my knowledge. Do not expect me to cover th~

ground as fully as might be desired. I have been in the business only
. five or six years, and have only learned just enough to enable me to
realize how little I know about it. Besides. it could not be done in such
a paper as could be read before this meeting. I shalt not consume your
time with theories or references to text books or consular reports. You
can get what there is in them at home and at your leisure. Neither shall
I attempt a formula and insist that it apply t~ all plal/es and conditions
alike. I propose to treat the subject in a very plain, practical way, and
if I repeat much of what I have said at various times before our County
Society, it will be because my results have been so satisfactory that I
would not change my methods.

The propagation of orange trees necessarily involvestbe conditions
requisite to .make a success. As this is the foundation upon which we
propose to build, great care should be taken to make no mistake here.
H takes too long to correct it. It is a well known fact that certain vint
ages will give a flavor and boquet so much superior to other localities that
money will hardly buy them. Certain localities only will give the most
delicate aroma in tobacco, tea and coffee. Many of you are no doubt
aware that the nurseries near Geneva, in central New York, sell trees to
all parts of the East. There is a reason for it. The conditions there
furnish the material to make a better tree than those grown in most
other localities.

Now, when you begin to make your programme for propagating orange
trees, the first thing to be considered is the selection of such a place for·
your seed-bed as will com.bine all the elements necessary to give a strong
and healthy plant. Time and money would be well expended in visiting
many places and noting where the best trees are grown and the condi
tions obtaining there. In this way you get a practical working test
which is better than an analysis of soils. I would select a rich chocolate
marl and fine sand, with just a little reddish clay in it; not so much
that it would get stiff with irrigation. This will give you an abundance
of fine, fibrous roots. If you plant in heavier land you will get a heavier
tap-root, with so few fibers that the plant will suffer severely in trans
planting. Plow deep and pulverize well. • A light dressing of ashes well
mixed will discourage the worms, which are sometimes troublesome.

PROPAGATION OF ORANGE TREES.
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Laj off the grounds and make beds say 14x42, with narrow walks all
around them. Use the spirit level so that water will stand the Same
depth on every part. Put up earth from four to five inches high on the
borders.

We are· now ready for the seed. In men we recognize such a thing as
inherent constitutional vitality, or" life principle." In animals we prop
agate with refereuce to it. The same thing obtains in the tree family.
So far as my own experience and obseryation go, I am satisfied that
stock grown from Tahiti seed will inh'erit this life principle in larger
measure than that produced from any other source. A very large pro- .
portion of the trees in the market are raised from "California windfalls,"
because they cost nothing. . They are raised to sell, and only an expert
can tell the difference. As to the "sour stock" which propagates itself
in Florida and is being used here to some extent, some years will be re~

quired to determine definitely its value. All that has been planted in
this locality has a rather pale, yellowish color which I do not like. I
very much prefer the deep, dark green as indicative of a stronger life.
All other "sour stock" has been fully tested and rejected. Lemon and
lime promised well for a time, as the continual flow of sap would push a
bud faster than the orange, but latterly the verdict against them has
been unanimous. 'While I would not discourage experiment in any di
rection, I w~>uld rely upon stock grown from Tahiti seed' until better
results have been fully established for something else.

TO OBTAIN THE SEED,

Go to any importing fruit-house and ascertain when they will have a
cargo of oranges from Tahiti. Many of them will be decayed. Have a
man there to select· the largest, pack them in barrels aud ship them in
pulp. When they come to. hand, wash out and plant. Do not permit
them to dry. Cover nicely, say one-half to three-fourths of an inch.
Now, cover the whole bed with clean sand one inch, as you cannot cul

tivate and must irrigate while in seed-bed. This will keep the weeds
from starting and the ground from baking. A barrel should give 1,500
to 2,000 plants. Now, put up posts and stretch bale-rope to repre
sent ridge-pole and plates. Cover with very thin cotton cloth. This
will protect the young plants from the sun and permit free circula
tion of air underneath. Irrigate always before the plants begin to show
that they need it.

The month of May is a good time to plant. At about the same time
next year transplant the nursery.

Have the ground thoroughly irrigated. and well prepared. Plant far
enough apart for convenience in cultivating, and a foot apart in the row.
Bear in mind that you must have sand and marl with but little clay to
furnish the mass of fibres you will need when transplanting to orchard.
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When growth conditionS are well defined, put up a tent to protect fibers
from sun and wind while handling. Make a box with one open side,
face that side north, take up about a hundred and carry to the tent and
assort into first, second and third, and grout and heel in until the plant
ers come for them. Let them take in a similar box about- the same
number. Plant with dibble, taking care to close solid around the plant
at bottom. Handled in this way, all should live. They should not even
lose their foliage, and the growth which has just started should come on
pretty much the same as if they had remained in seed-bed. Now irri~

gate j llst enough to furnish requisite moisture, and cultivate so thor
oughly that weeds will have no chance to start. Do no prunmg except
to keep the way open for horse and cultivator for eighteen months.

BUDDING.
If" trees have made a strong, thrifty growth, I would set buds in the

fall. In my locality I can generally get buds and trees in condition in
October. Buds should be cut from vigorous, healthy, bearing trees only.
Sometimes several buds should be rejected from the heavy end of a stick,
because imperfectly developed, and on tip end they will be too sharp
and thin. I prefer to set buds in the fall, as they are then well devel
oped and ready' for the February growth.

The most important feature in the budding is the tying. I would just
touch with" wax after slipping in the bud, before putting on the string.
Then be sure the top is well secured. I have often seen buds looee at
the bottom, living, while all I ever saw loose at top were dead. I prefer
to let the strings crease the bark pretty well before taking them off. As
growth conditions come on I cut off" the tree about four or five inches
above the bUd, alld cover with wax to keep the wood alive until it is all
healed in. When the bud is large enough to carry' all the sap; select a
period of non-growth and stump off to a shoulder with the bud and again
cover with wax. This cut I would make with a saw, and as nearly level
as may be.

Ground should be kept loose in the tree-row, otherwise klinker or scoria
will form on the bark and originate "gum disease." If this should oe
cur you may save the tree by scraping thoroughly to sound wood.

The method here outlined has given me Washington Navel buds, ten
feet high at one year, and with good body and well branched, with a tree
taper like a carriage whip, carrying white wood, and rounding cane well
to top. Such a bud, with very large leaves and dark-green, wax-like
surface, furnishes the most conclusive evidence that conditions were
good and methods correct.

I use no fertilizer in seed-bed or nursery. The nurseryman or or
chardist can well afford some time and money in quest of such trees, or
the locality which will in its normal condition produce them. 'rhe next
business in Older is
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TRANSPLANTING TO ORCHARD.

Here, again, conditions must govern. I prefer to do this at one yea:r
also, because there is much less top to cut away than at two years old.
The second year's growth on such a bottom is enormous, is inclined to
mature wood and put on fruit, and has to be cut away if left in nursery,
when, if removed to orchard, such growth as is wanted can be forming
the permanent top, and the rest can be thumb-pruned away without
shock or check to the plant. As trees are to he taken from nursery in
spring, I strip the cane pretty close in early winter, then tip with wax
every raw.place. It is then healed over, the tree re-covered, and there
is not much to do when planting time comes, but to cut off so much of the
top as 'Would come above your six-foot stake. My trees carry this height
nicely from nursery to orchard with stake for support. The first busi
ness the cane does will be to clothe itself from the bottom up, and you
have a tree at once. I like this method. for another reason. The first
growth is strongly inclined to be lateral, with a downward tendency. If
that is taken off the next growth will be nearly at as angle of forty
five degrees, and the tree can be readily shaped to carry a heavy load of
fruit. This method I consider a very inportant feature in the founda
tion of a tree, and never having seen it adopted or suggested in any of
the. books, I claim it as an original discovery and solicit investigation.
Five thousand.such trees planted in my own orchard two years ago will
verify what I claim for it.

As to the proper time to transplant, again consult conditions and be
governed by them. Seasons vary very much, and it is not safe to name
the day, week or month. When the buds are swollen to bursting, and
new growth just starting, that is the time to take the tree from nursery
to 'Orchard. If there would be danger of subsequent frost, wait until
such conditions are again on, when this growth has hardened. In my
locality I very much prefer planting in February. Trees are then well
established before the hot weather comes on. I finished transplanting
the 25th of February, and the young growth just starting 'came on about
the same as if trees had rmnained in nursery. When you find the tree

. in proper condition, cut it back and cut the tap-root to hold it there.
See that ground is well prepared. Lay it off and secure your force. I
would plant budded trees twenty-four feet each way l seedlings, thirty.
Have everything in readiness before you touch a tree. If a norther
should come on just as you are ready, stop and wait until it is over.
When weather is favorable, put some of your men to raising trees, some
to digging holes and some to hauling. Cover with wet blankets as soon
:1S out of the ground. If sun is shining hot, or you have far to haul
them, I would grant them, but there is so much danger that the grout
may be permitted to dry or harden on the fibrous roots, that I would al-
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most be willing to say dispense with it entirely. I have never yet sacked
.a single tree, and latterly r have not grouted. I have made a success in
packing to haul forty niiles without it. Sacking necessitates more root
Iiruning than I am willing to do. If land is deep marl and sand, as it
should be, cut tap-roots twenty-four inches, dig holes thirty inches and
,set crown-r;ots six inches below dry earth. I insist upon more tamping
than most men are willing to do, but my trees live and do well. I ride
,no hobbies. I will adopt another man's methods when I see that he gets
better results than I do. If a little space is left open anywhere on the
tap-root, or the ground is left so loose that the first irrigation will open
'one, the bark will rot ther@ and all below it is .lost. I have two tampers
and one shoveler to each setting-board, and dirt is filled in no faster
than it can be made solid. I never plant orange trees to get done, never
leave a tree until the work is well done. One tamp stick should be quite
small to work among the roots. Tamp the bottom solid up to tbecrown
,:roots, then cover them and then let one man tamp with his feet. A
tank-wagon should follow the setters and give each tree a bucket of
water. As soon as the water has disappeared, cover up with loose earth.
·Now the tree has what is indispensable-something to preserve the old
life until the new life begius. One bucket of water at this time is worth
more than a flood a few days after. Your citrous tree can'not wait until
:you have finished the plot.

Now stake the tree and tie it, otherwise the wind will move it back
and forth, packing the ealith on either side, until a little space is opened
a,round the cane where the air can penetrate to the 'crown-roots and evap
orate the moisture. Put a little straw, half compdsted, on top before the
hole has been quite filled; put ,a little earth on it to keep the wind from
blowing it away. NoW paper the trunk; it kceps the jack-rabbits from
eating it, prevents young growth from starting where it is not wanted,
and ,protects the bark from the -reflection from the sand, otherwise the
'Southside will be hide-bound. 'Try it with your knife; it will not slip,
and you will find free circulation of sap on the north side only. You
must protect the trunk from the ground up until the foliage will do it.
Now the work is done. Ninety-five per cent of the trees will live and
make a growth at first growth period after they are established in their
new home. Handled in this way without sacks or grout, I planted two
years ago about 6,000 and did not lose a dozen trees. Now station a
man there with a shotgun, with instructions to use it for business on
the first man who comes along with a load of white stakes marked" Lot
1 in Block A," and keep him there until your orchard comes to bearing,
and it will then be difficult to persuade you that the stakes will yield a
hetter crop than the trees.

Citrus trees should never be distributed ahead of the planters, or al-
lowed to suffer a moment in any way at any stage of the business, or a
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check will result. If severe, a stunt will follow, from which it will be
difficult to get a good recovery.. There is but one course to pursue with
a stunted tree-put up the best sucker coming from near the bottom and
train that to a stake for the future tree. When it has made a strong
growth, cut off the old stem to shoulder with it as with a bud in first
instance.

CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS.

If a decided success is not achieved here, all the time and money
spent in the propagation of orange trees is a dead loss; In order' to
achieve the best results, certain conditions are requisite in the man who
is engineering the plant. He must recognize the fact that certain inex
orable laws have been ordained to govern. He must find them out and
get into harmony with them. Spasmodic e:ffort will not do. He must
have painstaking and perseverance well developed. He must put on his
"never-wear-out l) overalls, go into the nursery1 and stay there until
there is nothing left of them but the buttons. He must know more this:
year than he did last, all the time. He must be "chock-full" of treesr
and love them so well that he will not leave them to engage in some
other business, or depend entirely upon employees. He must secure the
proper facilities for establishing perfect conditions, and see to it that
they are always maintained from the seed to the fruiting.

CARE OF ORCHARD.

Irrigate just enough to furnish r.equisite moisture and no more. Cul
tivate and mulch thoroughly after every irrigation. Nothing will kill
the tree so surely, or more quickly, than to irrigate and let the ground
bake around it. Never let. a weed show itself i.n the orchard, and do not
plant peas, pumpkins, potatoes or anything else there, as many do.
Carefully watch the young growth, and thumb-prune away such as is
not wanted, reserving that which goes up at a proper angle to support the
heaviest weight.

I crown my trees low, and shape them like an egg big end down.
Many people keep the stem as smooth as a walking-stick up to a nice
little tuft on top. I often wonder why. The Japanese pursue this course
when they wish to permanently dwarf a tree. The more foliage you
have the stronger will be the life and growth of your tree. Control the
growth, but do not destroy it until you can spare it. This can be done
by pinching the ends.

Watch closely for scale at all times, both in nursery and orchard. If
you find any, go after them with starch pure and simple, thirty or thirty
five pounds to one hundred gallons of water. Cook properly and spray,
using pretty hot. It will not hurt the fruit or foliage and will kill every
scale it reaches, and that is all that can be accomplished by a more ex
pensive process.

(
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A writer in the Econom·iste Francaise estimates the total loss to France
from the ravages of the phylloxera since 1875, when this scourge of the
French yineyards first made its appearance, at the enormous sum of
10,000,000,000f., or about £400,000,000, This estimate is based upon
French official statistics, giving the aggregate area of vineyards de
stroyed in the country about 2,500,000 acres, and on the assumption
that, in addition to the acreage of vines thus .utterly destroyed, the ex
tent of vineyards more or less infested with the phylloxera amounts to
about 500,000 acres, making thus together 3,000,000 of acres. The value
of these latter, which according to the writer should be calculated from
the gross and not from the net revenue formerly derived therefrom, is
estimated at £280,000,000. On adding to this amount the loss occa
sioned through the outfall in labor in the destroyed vineyards~ as well as
by the vast importations of foreign wines and grapes for wine-~aking

necessitated by the diminished production during the last thirteen years,
which is taken at £120 j OQO,OOO', the above mentioned. sum. is arrived at.
-London Daily Times.

There is, perhaps, no other fruit business so exacting in its require
ments as orange culture.· Be assured that nature will not depart from
her established methods for our special accommodation. It is well to
~'watch and pray," but we must "fertilize, cultivate and spray" at the
same time in order to get" fancy" results. In the golden days of forty
nine and fifty, some men came here with a coffee-sack and a little scoop,
expecting to fill it in a few days when they got to the "diggings."
Later on I saw them with the empty sack waiting for the" old man" to
send them money to get home with. Latterly some men have ,come
here from the East expecting to see the "green peas and strawberries"
make their appearance on the sage-brush and tar-weed, because this is
" Glorious Southern California." They have been disappointed and have
written back some dismal letters; while those who have fulfilled the
" conditions precedent" by nature's requirement, have prospered as no
other people have done on the face of the earth since the white man
found it, and we are yet in the incipiency of development.

Now, in conclusion, let me say, "Queen Pomona" permits no viola-
\: tion of law in her domain without exacting a penalty. She makes no

mistake in the distribution of her favors, and only those who have de
served ~t may expect to secure her choicest treasur'e-the "Golden Apple
of the Hesperides "-in full perfection, or hope to realize all the beauty
there is in the bud and blossom, and the "golden fruit" which will
command the" golden coin" on presentation.-Rtwal Press.

---0---
THE PHYLLOXERA IN FRANCE.
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\ 1st 2nd 3rd 14th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th lOth

Density Brix ....-..-..-..~.~ I~:.l~- ~:.~ - ~:~- c:.~-C6~~ C4~~- C3~~ - C2~~ CO~~9 C:~86
Polariscope reading...... 53.4 46.6 38.2 128.5 20.7 15.2 10.0 6.5 3.2 0.9
Per cent. sugar 14.3112.55 10.42 7.87 5.76 4.27 2.7 1.8 0.9 * 0.26
Quotient of purity..... . 86.7386.55 86.83 87.44 88.61 90.2 90.8 90.8 90.9 92.9
Invert Sugar.................... 0.86 087 0.76 0.68 0.52 0.37 0.27 0.18..... .. ..

* No. 10 contains the exhausted chips-they containing a little more slll;ar than the diff
usion water in the cell.

ANALYSIS OF JUICE; KEA;LIA, JUNE 22, 1888.
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MR. EDITOR :-You may make public my opinion that" Diffusion"
will prove a practical success in the manufacture of sugar. We have
made such decided improvements, and have so effectually overcome the
obstacles that at first stood in our way, I am willing to state ItS my
judgment that by diffusion we will gain largely in the percentage of
sugar obtained from the cane (say ten to fifteen per cent in our best
mills) at a cost of not to exceed one-quarter (V of a ton of coal to a ton
of sugar, and less than one dollar ($1.00) per ton for extra labor.

We are now running at the rate of over thirty (30) tons of sugar per
day of twenty-fouf hours, and passing all the diffusion juice (mixed
with charcoal or lignite) through our two Kroog Filter Presses. The
exhausted chips make very fair fuel, coming from the two roller mill
with less than twenty-eight percent of moisture in them. But we will
do even better by and by.

I ~nclose a few figures for the benefit of planters, and congratulate
stockholders on the hopes we may indulge in for the future. . .

Yours in haste, Z. S. SPALDING.
Makee Sugar Company, Kealia, Kauai, June 22.

RATE OF DIFFUSION AT KEALIA MILL, JUNE 20, 1888.

FROM ~HE BATTERY.

Brix 14.8 percent.
Sugar , . . . . 13.26 "
Impurities,.... 1.54
Quo. purity 89.5

FROM THE FILTER PRESS.

Brix.. : 14.8 per cent.
Sugar 13.48 "
Impurities ; 1.32 "
Quo. purity 91.1
Percentage sugar in exhaust-

ed chips , 0.74

[According to the fi~ures furnished by Col. Spalding in above note, an
estimate can readily be made by any planter respecting the value of
the diffusion process over that of the roller. He says the increase of
sugar will be between ten and fifteen per cent. Taking the mean, twelve
and a-half per cent, and four cents as the net value of the sugar, a gain
of $10.00 per ton is obtained, against an increase in expenses of say $6.00,
leaving a profit of $4.00 per ton. On the estimated crop of Kealia, for
1888, 5,000 tons,-the reader can easily' calculate the possible gain in
favor of diffusion.].



The banana trade, which has developed rapidly in the last ten years,
has increased to a greater extent in the past year than ,any oth,er known
in the business. The receipts from the beginning of this year up to date
have'been over 100 per cent of what they were the corresponding period
of last year. This large increase in receipts is due to early shipments in
some cases and to winter shipments in others, this being the first year
that banana steamers were run all winter. The large and frequent car
goes which come to this port are readily bought up by large concerns,
who find a good market for them in country towns and in cities. Al
though the demand is constantly increasing in cities, the demand from
towns all over New England is increasing to a much larger extent, new
places opening up all the time. To this increasing demand from towns
is attributed the principal cause of the ready sale of the large quantities
of bananas which come to Bos-ton. Although Boston is the distributing
point for the New England banana trade, they are shipped from this
market as far west as Chicago.

Generally when people buy bananas they go for quantity not quality.
This is especially true of retail dealers. They buy the bunch that has
the most fruit on it, because the profits realized are greater than if they
bought a bunch of large juicy fruit; the bunch in which case has few
bananas on it. Such is the case with the sale of the yellow and red va
rieties. The yellow bananas have on an average seventeen to the hand
and a first class bunch has seven hands and upwards. Second class
have six hands and below that number the bunches are called third
class. The red bananas average about twelve to the hand and the class
ification by hands is the same as in the case of the yellow fruit.

IMpROVEMENTS, OF SHlPMENTS.

The first cargo of yellow bananas that came to Boston was brought
eighteen years ago, from Jamaica by Captain Baker in a schooner hav
ing about 2,000 bunches on board. Captain Baker is now tropical man
ager for the Boston Fruit Company at Jamaica. Until 1883 schooners
brought the fruit from the tropics, the cargo many times being spoiled
before it had reached its destination, the time for the voyage depending
on the wind and weather. 'When bananas were brought by schooners
the cargoes averaged 2,000 bunches and it took four days to unload.
Since 1883 steamers have been utilized in the traffic, and bring from
10,000 to 20,000 bunches, making a round trip in three weeks, and un
loading in eighteen hours. It now takes twelve steamers to supply this
market with bananas. Cargoes now may be brought without any dan
danger of spoiling, and the bananas which are put on board the steamer
'green are mostly all still green when taken on the wharf in this cIty.,
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BARACOA BANANAS.

Although more Jamaica fruit comes all the year round, the receipts
of Baracoa bananas during the time included between April and August
are larger than Jamaica's. The bananas from Baracoa arrived a month
earlier this year than last, and owing to the large and fine quality of the
crop and the extensive demand, the receipts from the first of the year
have been about 125,000 bunches, against about 50,000 bunches for the
same time last year. Baracoas are selling from $1.00 to $1.12 per bunch

JAMAICA FRUIT.

Along the northeastern and eastern coast of the island of Jamaica, ex
tensive tracts of land are cultivated, by the natives, on which are raised
the yellow Jamaica banana. The Boston Fruit Company own about
10,000 acres of this land, and under th() supervision of Capt. Baker, who
resides there, bananas are raised for the Company's use. Since the cul
tivation of Jamaica fruit has been takell: into the hands of Boston parties,
the quality has improved steadily, and this year handlers of this fruit
claim that the quality is the best that eyer came from there, and they
attribute this to the careful handling of the bananas all along the line, as
well as their careful cultivation.

Previous to 1883 the Jamaica bananas were transported in schooners,
but in 1883 two steamers we:r;e put on between Boston and that place,
running during the months of May, June and July, a cargo arriving
every two weeks. In 1884 eighteen cargoes came from Jamaica during
the aforesaid three months. In 1885 the same number of cargoes came
from that island. In 1886 a new steamer was added to the line, and
that year these steamers made twenty-six trips. In 1887 four steamers
were running by the first of March, beginning a month earlier than pre
viously, and the steamers have been running ever since. Last winter
was the first one that fruit steamers ever came to Boston, and owing to
that fact, since January 1, 114,963 b~nches of Jamaica bananas have
been brought to Boston, whereas during the same time last year only
24,042 bunches were received in this city. From March to November a
steamer from Jamaica arrives every ten days, and from November to
March every two weeks. In the winter time, when the weather is very
cold, the Boston Fruit Company have a heating room which is kept at a
temperature of about sixty degrees, and in this room may be put 10,000
bunches of bananas. Jamaica bananas are sold from the ship for from
$1.40 to $1.50 per bunch for number ones, and for eighty cents per bunch
for number twos, and third class bananas bring from forty to fifty cents.
The prices are about forty per cent lower than last year, and it is claimed
that the fruit is of much better quality, making a virtual decrease of
over forty per cent in the prices of bananas in comparison to last year's
figures.
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-against $1.00 to $1.25 last year for both yellow and red, and second class
bring seventy-five cents per bunch.

Both the Jamaica and Baracaa bananas are very good fruit, and are
sold more readily in the country, owing to their cheapness, but such
bananas as the Port Limon, and the Honduras and Panama are very
fine and high priced, and sell for $2.00 per bunch for number ones, and
$1.25 for number twos. They are bought mostly by hotels, and the
wealthier class of people of this city. Port Limon, Honduras, Aspinwall
and other bananas are coming in freely at fair prices and the demand is
very good.-Boston Com. Bulletin.

---0---
THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN PERNAMBUCO.

The following interesting particulars respecting the sugar industry in
Pernambuco, are extracted by the SUrJar Cane, from a letter from Mr.

, Hans Nitsch, which recently app'eared in the Deutsche Zuke1'indust1'ie:
It is a well known fact that Pernambuco occupies the first position

among the sugar producing provin'ces of Brazil. The total production of
that country is now estimated to have reached fully 350,000 tons, the
largest half of ,;'hich is supplied by Pernambuco.

The portion of the province adapted for sugar cultivation is chiefly a
narrow zone lying along the coast, the rest being more or less unfit .for
cane growing, in addition to which the high cost 'of transport would be
prohibitory. The planting commence's toward the end of the rainy sea
son and the beginning of the dry season, i. e., in the months of .July and
Augnst, the plow or hoe having to be frequently used to keep down the
weeds until the cane ripens, which, occurs at the end of about fifteen
months. The year after the first cutting, a second, and generally a third
cutting takes place; further :Cuttings ,are possible in specially fertile
spots, but they do not form the r'ule. The yield of each progressive cut.
ting is generally less than that of the one preceding.

The kInd cultivated is almost exclusively, the Canna Cayanna, which
is superior in saccharine richness to all other sorts. The writer found
in March last year, when the saccharine matter had already proportion
ably diminished, as much as 20.6 per cent of sugar in the juice, with a

, degree of purity of 95.4; and in January this year as much as 23.fJ per
cent, the purity being 96.7. No other kind has yet come up to this,
though some that are being tried in certain localities, owing to a peculiar
disease having shown itself in the C!ann(L Cayannn, are said to be im
proving. In some favored districts, the yield of cane per hectare (2~

acres) is said to have reached 75.8 tons of the first cutting, aud 60.65 of
the second, equivalent to 301 tons and 24t tons per acre.

The data for calculating the cost of production are not very accurate,
but it seems that weeding and planting cost per wagon load of cane

..JIB
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plants, $20;' hoeing two or three times, $10; cutting, $10; total, $40.
The wagon load is estimated to be equal to about ten tons of canes, which
would give about four milreis, or 17s. Sd., per ton of cane. To this must
be adrled the commission levied by the Government for the trial of the
diffusion process; if the planter is compelled to sell at this price or, as
was last year the case, even under this price, he would no doubt cut the
'canes already planted, but hardly plant afresh, w,ere it not that he has
no other kihd of cultivation to turn to.

Whilst it is right to speak in high terms of the manner of cultivation
in Pernambuco, especially as compared with other provinces of Brazil,
precisely the contrary must be said of the manufacture. It is perfectly
incredible what an antedeluvian state of affairs prevails, and what un
heard-of waste of the precious raw material takes place. The writer is
'of opinion that at least four-fifths of the total sugar produced is obtained
with the most primitive machin~s, with which it is scarcely possible to
'extract more than two-fifths of the sugar in the cane.

Every man possessing an estate of (as a rule) 484 hectares, say 1,200
acres, has his own factory, in which he crushes the cane grown by him
self and his lavradores. These are a sort of bondmen, who are pledged
to have the cane grown by them crushed at the proprietor's factory, they
:receiving half the sugar obtained, the other half going to the landlord.

The mills, frequently' driven by water power, extract only about half
the juice, which rans into a collecting vat. This is, from time to time,
emptied into the first pan of the so-called "Assentamento," a row of
about five iron pans, fixed in masonry, standing one higher than 'the
other, so that what boils over in one runs into the other, whilst the juice
has to be ladled out by hand. The fuel employed is dry bagasse. In
the first and coolest pan, homlEopathic doses of lime are added, in the
following pans the juice is continually thickened by skimming, until
finally the syrup obtained is transferred into two detached iron pans,
from which large clay, iron, or wooden moulds are filled. The syrup is
either allowed to run off naturally from the loaves thus obtained, or
clarified with moist clay, and after being dissolved, the cla'rified part is
carefully separated from the rest, and both set to dry in the sun in large
flat boxes. A second product is frequently obtained from the syrup
which has run off, which is called, according to quality, cruta ordinaria
or rctame. The latter nt> one would dignify with the name of sugar.
The syrup finally remaining, if not used, with the scum, for fodder; is
then distilled into sixty degrees brandy.

. It is clear that with such a system the yield can be but small, and it
IS only in consequence of the excellent quality of the cane that it after
all amounts to 71 per cent. There are only very few factories that pos
sess improved machinery, and those which use steam apparatns, vacuum,
turbines, etc., may be counted on 'the fingers.
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'The American Rl,ral Home notes a list of necesSaries and help that no
farIner should be without, as follows:

"Every farmer should have a. good supply of nails; but don't think as
some people do, that you have a good supply when you have a pound
each of 8d or lOd, or a keg of either or both. What I mean by a good
supply is a variety. Everything-that requircs to be fastened with a nail
should be done so with one of suitable size and length, and by having a

A recent issue of the New Orleans Daily Item calls attention to a pro
ject for utiliziag the bagasse of the sugar fields of. the South. It says:

" Paper is not only made out of fibrous plants, but even large trees are
sawed up, reduced to llulp and converted into this important article of
commerce. The best paper, however, is made from the smaller fibre
bearing plants, and it has long been known that bagasse of the sugar
'cane is eminently adapted for this purpose. Were sugar a Northern
'Crop every particle of the bagasse product would be converted into pa
per; but here in Louisiana it is difficult to get the necessary capital to
build up any new enterprise, however bright the prospect.

"The fibre of bagasse makes a superior paper, and there is no diffi.
<mlty, mechanical or otherwise in its treatment. Indeed, the sugar in
the bagasse is a benefit in the removal of the silicious matter, as the
sucrate of an alkali is considered better than the simple alkali which is
.generally used for that purpose.

"Mr. Walter P. Forbes, of the Tompkins Paper Stock Co., 'Of Albany,
N. Y., is now 'in' the city on business for his firm.> He has with him
twelve samples of bleached paper stock. One of these samples, the best·
of the lot, is made from sorghum bagasse, and is worth $42 per ton. Mr.
Forbes thinks bagasse or diffusion chips of the sugar cane a better mate
rial for paper stock than sorghum bagasse.

"Estimating, according to the best data at hand, that the bagasse
from 500 tons of cane would produce ten tons of paper stock, the product
at $42 per ton would amount to $420. li'rom the same quantity of cane
the bagasse as fuel w'ould be worth less than $40.

"Mr. Forbes addressed the sugar 'planters on this subject on Thurs'"
'<lay, 12th inst. He thinks it is not wise to attempt the manufacture 'of
paper here, but that it is ~he better plan to convert the bagasse into
bleached paper stock, to be sold to Northern factories."

Dr. Peter Collier has repeatedly made bleached paper stock from cane
bagasse that has been pronounced by experts very nearly equal in qual~

ity to that made from linen.-American Grocer, April 20, 1888.
0---

A FEW FARM NEOESSARIES.
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variety this can be done with neatness and dispatch. Wire nails are
coming into general use, and are a great improvement over cut nails, as
anybody can drive one without splitting the article into which it is being
driven, as is the case with cut nails, unless great care is observed on the
part of thb user. They can be clinched with ease, and never break in
doing so, and when once used always used for most work. They can be
had 'in great variety, with casing or brad heads and flat heads; nor will
the heads come off when driving. They cost a trifle more per pound
than cut nails, but there are more in number in a pound. In buying
your supply don't forget the wire nails, and be prepared to do a good
smooth piece of work.

" A necessary accompaniment to a supply of nails is a good nail-box,
made with several apartments for the different nails, with a handle to
carry it by, and a place for hammer and saw, or if you have not the
above, have several small boxes, one for each kind of nails. Always
have a good supply of screws of all the sizes commonly used, as there
are places where they are better than a nail, and are sometimes abso
lutely necessary. It is always best to buy the commonsizes by the gross
or box.
. "Rivets should be kept of different sizes and lengths. The round
head for wood or metal will be found the best for common use, and can
be had from three-fourths of an inch in length, increasing by quarter'
inches, to three or four inches in length, and of different diameters.
They are generally sold by the pound, and when not wanting many of a
kind, a good way is to buy a pound or two of mixp.d sizes. Always have
a supply of washers to fit the rivets, as they are necessary in riveting
wood or leather. Copper rivets are superior to iron for riveting leather,
but the proper way to mend leathe.r articles is the same as they are
made, by sewing with a waked thread, and the material for making
waxed thtead should always be found in every farmer's work-box, to
gether with awls and needles, sui~able for sewing all kinds of harness
work.

" And last, but not least, have a box well filled with bolts of different
kinds, sizes, and iengths. It is not necessary to have new, bolts always;
old ones will generally do as well, if of the required size. Care should
be taken to save and collect all old bolts and nuts taken from old ma
chinery, and by so doing you will soon have a good supply that will be
of value some time. Farmers generally are too careless about having
the above commodities in any quantity at hand for inmediate use, but
are too apt to wait until they need them and then buy just what they
need for that one time, when it is just as cheap to buy ahead of their
wants, and a great deal more convenient. The merchant makes his cal
culations and buys ahead for his supposed wants; why may not the
farmor do the same?
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," They cannot plead expense as an excuse for not having a supply.
Neither can they say they do not need them, because every farmer does
need them, as my several years experience has taught me. It has also
taught me that it is cheaper to have them in good quantity and variety.
If any farmer thinks he don't want or need them, let him buy a supply
and see if they don't get used up in the coure of the year; and you won't
find his harness mended with carwet tacks, broken tools tied up with a
string, wire, or straps, and furniture mended with, and pictures hanging
on fence nails either."

---0---

The Havana Weekly Report, in reviewing the course of the sugar mar
ket during the past year, says that the depression in the market in 1887
was fully as great as in the preceding year. The introduction of the
" central factories" system and .the improved machinery employed has
enabled planters to produce sugars at less expense, and thereby avoid
the embarrassment otherwise consequent upon extremely low prices.
The central factories system has now become general, and planters who
have not adopted it find it impossible to maintain the competition. As
a consequence many planters have given up the raising of sugar. White
labor is rapidly superseding black labor on the plantations and seventy~

five percent of the plantation hands are white. The increased consump
tion of sugar in the United States, with the expectation of reductions of
the duties on the raw product, added to the expectation that the Eu
ropean Governments would abandon the bounty system, tended to ren
der the outlook for the trade somewhat more cheerful than it has ap
peared for some time past. Improvements in the culture and extraction
of the sugar rendered it possible, in a measure, to offset the disadvan
tages resulting from unfavorable crop conditions, notably drouth. Some
planters, using the improved system, obtained a hogshead of sugar from
14,125 pounds of cane, where others, using the old plan, were compelled
to us,a 37,500 pounds to produce the same result. The total crop of 1887
is estimated at 646,588 tons. The following table shows the exports
from the Island of Cuba during the past five years:

Sugar, Molasses, Total,
Year. TOllS. TOllS. TOllS.
1887 , , .623,453 153,015 776,468
1886., , , ,. ~ ,668,533 187,064 855597
1885, ,., , , 512,696 118,892 631,588
1884 .437,074 115,552 588,626
1883.. , , .408,255 100,292' 508,547

The percentage of exports to the United States was as follows in 1887:
Sugar,89.72'; molasses, 99.33; total,91.52.

'"
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PLANT A TREE.

He who plants a tree,
Plants a hope..

Rootlets' up through fibres blindly' grope;
Leaves unfold into horizons free.

So man's life must climb
From the clods of time
Unto heavens sublime.

Canst thou prophesy, thou little tree,
What the glory of thy boughs shall be?

He who plants a tree,
Plants a joy;.

Plants a comfort that will never cloy;
Every day a fresh reality.

Beautiful and strong, •
To whose shelter throng
Creatures blithe with song.

If thou couldst but know, though happy tree,.
Of the bliss that shall inhabit thee t

He who plants a tree,
He plants peace.

Under its green curtain jargons cease.
Leaf and zephyr murmur soothingly;

Shadows soft with sleep
Down tired eyelids creep,
Balm of slumber deep.

Never hast thou dreamed, thou blessed tree,
Of the benediction thou, shalt be.

He who plants a tree,
He plants youth;

Vigor won for centuries, in sooth.;.
Life of time, that hints eternity!
. Boughs their strength uprear,

New shoots, every year,
On old growths appear.

Thou shalt teach the ages, sturdy tree,
Youth of souUs immortality.

He who plants a tree,
He plants love;

Tents of coolness spreading out above'
Wayfarers he may not live to see.

Gifts that grow are best;
Hands that. bless are blest;.
Plant t Life does the rest r

Heaven and earth help him who plants a tree~

And his work its own reward shall be.
[Lucy LARCOM•.

.
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